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The abstract sections of the monthly supplements of *Aerospace Medicine and Biology* can be bound separately. Individual abstracts can be located readily by means of the page numbers given at each entry, e.g., p0239 N79-26762. To assist the user in binding Supplements SP-7011(190) through SP-7011(201), a title page is included in the back of this Cumulative index.
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This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes contained in supplements [SP-7011 (190) through SP-7011 (201)], published by NASA during 1979.
INTRODUCTION

WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS

This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7011(190) through NASA SP-7011(201) of Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A Continuing Bibliography, NASA SP-7011, by means of supplements, serves as a current abstracting and announcement journal for references on bioscience and biotechnology. It has been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:

1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N79-10000 series)
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A79-10000 series)

HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED

This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, and a corporate source index.

HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX

Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:

1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that the following term or terms are used instead. For example:

   DOSE
   U DOSAGE
   AIRLINERS
   U COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
   U PASSENGER AIRCRAFT

2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:

   FATIGUE (BIOLOGY)
   NT AUDITORY FATIGUE
   NT FLIGHT FATIGUE
   NT MUSCULAR FATIGUE

In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for particular items, this is because subject terms can readily include more than one class of document. For example:

   BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
   Vibratory force effect upon biological systems, particularly human organism.
   Biological effect of cosmic and solar radiations on human body at high altitudes.

illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject term.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX

All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index. Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching of the index for variants of an author's name. For example:

EMELIANOV, M. D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M. D.

HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example:

NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV., LAS CRUCES. DEPT. OF BIOLOGY. (Source citation entry)
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV., LAS CRUCES. (Source index entry)

IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT

The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column, the desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:

Page 191 will be found in Supplement 196.

AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS

Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aerospace Medicine and Biology supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly supplement.
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### Biodynamics of Aviation Stresses on the Vertebral Column

- Abundance of organic compounds photochemically produced in the atmospheres of the Outer Planets
- An application of bone density measurement in flying
- Assessment of spinal disabilities in flying

### Assessment of Tolerance to G-Stress

- A new application of LBNP to measure orthostatic tolerance before and after G-stress
- G-stress simulation during flight

### Subject Index

- Cardiac arrhythmia following postischemic +Gz accelerations
- A method of evaluating the pupillary reaction to vestibular stimuli
- Effect of accelerations combined with radiation on occurrence of gene mutations in the drosophila
- Medical qualification procedures for hazardous-duty aeromedical research
- Engineering test and evaluation during high G
- Evaluation of assisted positive-pressure breathing
- Reproducibility of +Gz tolerance testing
- Propylactic effects of intermittent acceleration
- Hemodynamic indices under orthostatic and +Gz accelerations
- Incapacitation time for +Gz-induced loss of consciousness
- Cardiac reactions in tests on the wearing of the Yankee Escape System harness during minus G accelerations in the z direction
- Cerebrospinal fluid pressure and +Gz
- Tolerance of domestic fowl to high sustained +Gz

### Tethering Stress

- Blood volume and cardiovascular responses to lower body negative pressure
- Regional coronary blood flow at rest and during high sustained +Gz in a miniature pig with subclinical, ischemic, coronary heart disease due to coronary stenosis
- Effect of accelerations combined with radiation on occurrence of gene mutations in the drosophila
- Evaluation of assisted positive-pressure breathing
- Reproducibility of +Gz tolerance testing
- Propylactic effects of intermittent acceleration
- Pathophysiology of overloads: Bibliography of
- Subject Index

### Space Flight

- Abundance of organic compounds photochemically produced in the atmospheres of the Outer Planets
- An application of bone density measurement in flying
- Assessment of spinal disabilities in flying

### Space Biology

- A method of evaluating the pupillary reaction to vestibular stimuli
- Effect of accelerations combined with radiation on occurrence of gene mutations in the drosophila
- Medical qualification procedures for hazardous-duty aeromedical research
- Engineering test and evaluation during high G

### Space Physiology

- Evaluation of assisted positive-pressure breathing
- Reproducibility of +Gz tolerance testing
- Propylactic effects of intermittent acceleration
- Pathophysiology of overloads: Bibliography of
- Subject Index

### Space Medicine

- Abundance of organic compounds photochemically produced in the atmospheres of the Outer Planets
- An application of bone density measurement in flying
- Assessment of spinal disabilities in flying

### Space Technology

- Evaluation of assisted positive-pressure breathing
- Reproducibility of +Gz tolerance testing
- Propylactic effects of intermittent acceleration
- Pathophysiology of overloads: Bibliography of
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AEROSPACE MEDICINE

Spaceflights of long duration
Responses of crown gall tissue to the space environment: Residual carbohydrates in supporting tissue
Responses of crown gall tissue to the space environment: Tumor development and anatomy
Responses of crown gall tissue to the space environment: Glutamine synthetase activity
Responses to crown gall tissue to the space environment: Isozyme patterns
Space radiation dosimetry onboard COSMOS 936: US portion of experiment
Analysis of body form using biostereometrics
Preparation of guinea pig macrophage for analysis of body form using biostereometrics
Spacelab and beyond - Bioscience problems in the Spacelab life support system
Joint testing of the RAP high altitude protective ensemble
Space biology and aerospace medicine, 13, no. 3, 1979
Experiences of a payload specialist involved with the simulated Spacelab Mission ASSESS II
Health maintenance and health surveillance considerations for an SPS space construction base community
The European life sciences experiments onboard the first Spacelab mission
The use of aviation pathology and aviation medicine as a diagnostic tool in civil aviation
Relations between research and instruction in physiology and aerospace ergonomy in the military health services
Ruptured arteriovenous anomaly in a former woman astronaut candidate
Aviation medicine appraisal as part of the fitness regulations in transportation
Space biology and medicine
Physiological aspects of flight
Aero-medical aspects of the X-Chrom lens for improving color vision deficiencies
Aeromedical aspects of otolaryngology
Can man be calculated - Biological models in aeronautical medicine and engineering
Survey on eye comfort in aircraft. I - Flight attendants
The biomedical implications of engineering in space
Medicobiological research within the framework of the scientific program 'Interkosmos'

AEROSPACE MEDICINE

Incidence of cardiovascular problems among flying personnel and their evaluation
Ensuring medical fitness on entry and during service in aircrew in IAP
Electrocardiographic abnormalities in Air Force personnel
Disability pattern amongst civil aircrew
Cases of probable Aero Otitis interna
Biological effects of electromagnetic fields
Some tests used in the practice of aviation medical examination for differential diagnosis of heart diseases
Pathophysiology of overloads: Bibliography of Soviet publications
Aerobiomechanics from a fighter aircraft
Positive pressure breathing as a protective technique in +Gz acceleration
Incidence of spinal disability amongst IAP pilots - Follow up of 38 cases
Vertebral fractures in Gnat ejections
Correlation of binocular vision test results with synapthograph evaluation
Influence of Beta-blockade on asymptomatic ST-T wave changes - A follow up study
Aero-medical aspects of flying training with special reference to instructor pupil relationship
Physiologic and performance measurements in simulated airborne combined stress environments
Psychiatric education in aerospace medicine
Frequency analysis of heart rate variability under flight conditions
Concurrent loss of consciousness and sino-atrial block during +Gz stress
Fighter index of thermal stress /FITSI/ - guidance for hot-weather aircraft operations
Space biology and aerospace medicine
The electrocardiogram recorded by telemetry during simulated airborne combined stress environments - A preliminary study of 29 cases
The application of vectorcardiography to aerospace medicine
Blood pressure variability of the individual in orthostatic testing
Aero Medical Society of India, Annual Meeting, 21st, Bangalore, India, December 15, 16, 1978, Proceedings
Aviation and radiation hazards
Assessment of burns in accident fatalities
Comparative study of hypoxia and other non-invasive stress tests for evaluation of ischaemic heart disease
Functional anatomy of vertebral column with reference to load bearing areas
Biodynamics of aviation stresses on the vertebral column
Radiological diagnosis of spinal injuries and deformities
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Effect of age on relaxed + Gnad tolerance of aircrew
p0030  N90-11719

Psychophysiological effects of aging: Developing a functional age index for pilots. 2: Taxonomy of psychological factors
[FAA-AM-78-76]  p0058  N90-13685

Psychophysiological effects of aging: Developing a functional age index for pilots. 3: Measurement of pilot performance
[FAA-AM-78-27]  p0123  N90-17546

AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT
Initial training and retraining of technical agricultural flight personnel
p0227  N90-41166

Eye-ball control
p0270  N90-49225

AGRICULTURE
Short-range movement of major agricultural pests
p0146  N90-19594

AIR
Financial aspects of beet sugar production for air flow - medium 262916
p0075  N90-13808

AIR BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES
Development of a solid propellant inflation subsystem for the subcompact car passenger restraint system, phase 1
[FM-P00328/4]  p0178  N90-21775

AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
Physiological requirements for design of environmental control systems - Control of heat stress in high-performance aircraft
[AIRPAP 78-ENAS-22]  p0007  N90-12571

Apparatus for supplying conditioned air at a substantially constant temperature and humidity
[NASA-CAS-12919-1]  p0156  N90-14988

AIR DEFENCE
A gunnsmolder based on observer theory --- predicting a gunner's tracking response
p0087  N90-15594

AIR NAVIGATION
Developmental and hematological responses to low level exposure of carbon monoxide in mice
p0133  N90-27103

Response of the rat erythrocyte to ozone exposure
p0067  N90-16963

Effects of ozone inhalation on work performance and maximal oxygen uptake
p0088  N90-16999

Assessment of human exposure to ethane air benzene
[p-288201/7]  p0051  N90-12701

Human health damages from mobile source air pollution: A Delphi method, volume 1
[p-288319/7]  p0145  N90-10585

Human health damages from mobile source air pollution: Additional Delphi data analysis, volume 2
[p-288320/5]  p0145  N90-10586

Effects of oxides on nitrogen, Carbon monoxide and photochemical oxidants on the SCG during exercise and on cardiopulmonary function
[p-291595/7]  p0177  N90-21673

Direct exposure of monolayers of mammalian cells to airborne pollutants in a unique culture system
[AD-A069822]  p0283  N90-31997

AIR PURIFICATION
Technology advancement of an oxygen generation subsystem

AIR SAMPLING
New combined aspirator for sampling developed
p0170  N90-20722

AIR SICKNESS
Motion sickness
p0279  N90-19750

AIR TO AIR BALLISTIC MISSILES
Subjective motion discrimination in the simulator for air-to-air combat
[AD-A059742]  p0079  N90-14770

AIR TO AIR REFUELING
Visual system for the Boom Operator Part Task Trainer --- HC-135 aerial refueling task simulator
p0137  N90-28162

Pilot performance in simulated aerial refueling as a function of tanker model complexity and visual display field-of-view
[AD-A070231]  p0308  N90-32832

AIR TO AIR ROCKETS
A preliminary study of the air traffic controller's 'picture'
p0221  N90-36227

AIR TRAFFIC
Ergonomic problems regarding the interactive touch input via screws on onboard and ground-based flight control
p0061  N90-17605

Detection of conflict states in air traffic control of airport zones
p0166  N90-31181

Short-term memory factors in ground controller/pilot communication
p0181  N90-32626

The effect of increased monitoring load on vigilance performance using a simulated radar display
p0236  N90-43674

Visual search performance during simulated radar observation with and without a sweepline
[AD-A058082]  p0281  N90-30938

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS (PERSONNEL)
Mobility experience of air traffic control personnel - 1967-77
p0101  N90-23466

The next decade - Development, training, supervision
p0102  N90-23584

A controller's eye view of color
p0102  N90-23596

A preliminary study of the air traffic controller's 'picture'
p0221  N90-36227

Frequency analysis of heart rate variability under flight conditions
p0292  N90-37113

Development of a performance criterion for air traffic personnel research through air traffic control simulation
[AD-A058082]  p0281  N90-11727

The morbidity experience of air traffic control personnel, 1967-1977
[AD-A056053]  p0051  N90-12696

Perpetual factors involved in performance of air traffic controllers using a microwave landing system
p0092  N90-15628

Air traffic controller health change study
[FAA-AM-78-39]  p0122  N90-17534

Stress in air traffic controllers: A restudy of 32 controllers 5 to 9 years later
[FAA-AM-78-40]  p0144  N90-15881

The development of the AFC selection battery: A new procedure to make maximum use of available information when correcting correlations for restriction in range due to selection
[FAA-AM-78-36]  N90-27572

The selection of air traffic control specialists: Two studies demonstrating methods to insure an accurate validity coefficient for selection devices
[AD-A068581]  p0281  N90-30932

A comparison of the job attitudes and intact patterns of air traffic and airway facility personnel
[AD-A067826]  p0281  N90-30933

AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT
A Canadian approach to high altitude protection --- fighter pilot garmentry and high pressure suits
p0055  N90-13435

Light weight solid state helmet symbol display and position system
p0046  N90-15177

U.S. Navy development of an on-board oxygen generation /OBOG/ system
p0183  N90-33639

Molecular sieve oxygen generating system - The argon question /A brief review/ --- effects of 5 percent kr in breathing gas
p0274  N90-49994

AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS
Man/machine interaction evaluation of computer operating system command and control service concepts --- in Spacelab
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

The use of aviation pathology and aviation medicine as proof of liability and damage
Effects of fiber and dye degradation products (FDP/ on burn wound healing
Analysis of the intervention of the human factor of Mirage aircraft in the Belgian Air Force as a principal cause or influence in accidents

AIRCRAFT COMPARTMENTS

AIRCRAFT CABINS

AIRCRAFT DESIGN

NT EJECTION SEATS

AIRCRAFT DETECTION

The limited range of the human eye for optical aircraft acquisition

AIRCRAFT BASES

AIRCRAFT CABIN

AIRCRAFT CARRIERS

AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION

AIRCRAFT CONTROL

AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT

SUBJECT INDEX

A trade-off analysis design tool: Aircraft interior noise-motion/passenger satisfaction model
A computer-based simulator simulator --- computer-assisted pilot training
The assessment of rotary wing aviator precision performance during extended helicopter flights
Experimental and psychological investigations in aviation and astronautics --- Russian book
Increasing pilot’s performance capacity during flight through use of a control element serving as information carrier
Application of control theory to the investigation of roll motion effects on pilot control behavior
The man-computer division of tasks in the case of the control of complex technical systems --- applied to aircraft

Pilot performance during flight simulation with peripherally presented visual signals
Control logic design criteria for multifunction switching devices --- in aircraft
A comparison of kinesthetic-tactual and visual displays via a critical tracking task --- for aircraft control

Pilot workload during final approach in congested airspace
Prediction, evaluation, and specification of flying qualities by means of step target tracking
The determination of the operating range of a twin-grip control yoke through biomechanical means
Influences of joystick spring resistance on the execution of simple and complex positioning movements

AIRCRAFT DESIGN
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AIRCRAFT SAFETY

AIRCRAFT SAFETY

Pilot workload in the aircraft of the future

Visual workload of the copilot/navigator during terrain flight

Analysis of population mortality kinetics with application to the longevity followup of the Navy’s +1,000 aviators

Gz tolerance correlation with clinical parameters

A structural model of the adaptive human pilot

A structural model of the adaptive human pilot

Medical barofunction testing of aviators with otochlinarystologic disease

Effect of age on relaxed +G sub z tolerance of aircrews

Cardiological findings in 115 pilots: Diagnosis and assessment of their flying fitness

The impact of coronary vascular risk factors on professional aircrew license loss in the United Kingdom

Cardiovascular diseases as a cause of unfitness for flying service in aircrews of Italian Air Force: Etiopathogenesis, influence of performance in flight, and prevention

Cardiovascular fitness of pilots of transport aircraft

A model for the pilot’s use of roll-axis motion cues in steady-state tracking tasks

Speech as a pilot input medium

Changes in the rotary wing aviator’s ability to perform an uncooked low altitude rearward hover maneuver as a function of extended flight requirements and aviator fatigue

A description of the neuropsychological selection of pilots for land forces light aircraft

Radiological examination of the Rachis and fitness for employment as a helicopter pilot

Decelerator performance of aviators during an autorotation maneuver in a helicopter simulator

Sensorial aspects of helicopter operations

The effective acoustic environment of helicopter crewmen

Vertebral pains in helicopter pilots --- symptomology and radiology

Aicline pilot scan patterns during simulated ILS approaches

AIRCRAFT SAFETY

"Evolution of the man-machine interface in surveillance radar systems

Heat transfer principles in personal protection applications

High ‘G’ escape protection --- pilot restraint during high speed ejection

Human factors considerations in establishing aircraft collision avoidance systems alert thresholds

Pilot preflight briefing utilizing an interactive computer generated Voice Response System

The fitting of Canadian Forces aircrew helmets - why the difference

AIRCRAFT STABILITY

NT ROVERING STABILITY

Prediction of pilot-aircraft stability boundaries and performance contours

Manual control of yaw motion with combined visual and vestibular cues

AIRCRAFT

FIGHT CREWS

AIRFIELDS

AIRFOILS

AIRSPEED

AIRBORNE OPERATIONS

Coordinated crew performance in commercial aircraft operations

Recurrent training/supernumerary system

Survey on eye comfort in aircraft. I - Flight attendants

Soviet civil aviation training programs

AIRPORTS

A new case of autochthonous malaria in the Paris region associated with frequentation of airports – Recommendations of prophylactic procedures

Detection of conflict states in air traffic control of airport zones

AIRSPEED

The behavior of observers in detecting unbriefed targets at different aircraft speeds with side-looking radar

ALARMS

AIRWAYS

ALCOHOLS

ALCOHOLICS

NT ETHYL ALCOHOL

The effects of alcohol on driver performance in a decision making situation

A decision model applied to alcohol effects on driver signal light behavior

Analysis of visible spectra and thermodynamic parameters in hemeprotein systems

ALDOSTERONE

Alcohol and related substances

Alcoholism

NT ETHYL ALCOHOL

The effects of alcohol on driver performance in a decision making situation

A decision model applied to alcohol effects on driver signal light behavior

Analysis of visible spectra and thermodynamic parameters in hemeprotein systems

ALDOSTERONE

NT ETHYL ALCOHOL
Balance training of the equilibrium organ and its effect on flight strategy

Distinctions of influence of the reticular formation of the midbrain on the heart and respiration with exposure to centripetal accelerations

ANGULAR VELOCITY

Dynamics of an image viewed through a rotating mirror

ANIMALS

ANTENNA
ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY
Development and evaluation of instrument systems for noninvasive detection, characterization and quantification of atherosclerotic lesions [PB-286851/11] p0085 A79-15582
Ergonomic tests in expert medical certification of flight personnel p0109 A79-16527
Effects of dietary fats on atherosclerosis and thrombosis p0240 A79-26776
Aspects of dietary prevention of arteriosclerosis p0262 A79-29792

**ARTIFICIAL HEART VALVES**

Translational science and technology: Biomedical and behavioral sciences, no. 51 [JPR-S-72588] p0076 A79-14745
Functional outcomes of prosthetic cardiac valve replacement p0076 A79-14746
Development of an electrical energy converter for circulatory device [PB-286738/0] p0111 A79-16545
Application of numerical methods to physiological flows -- Navier-stokes equation, prosthetic heart valves and valve construction p0166 A79-19985
Development of an electrical energy converter for driving left heart assist blood pumps [PB-293510/0] p0241 A79-26786

**ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE**

NT COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY

Overview of the use of robots in space missions [DGLR PAPER 78-149] p0042 A79-14099
Robots and artificial intelligence --- Russian book p0061 A79-17569
Multi-PIERRE - A learning robot system p0066 A79-18425
The interpretation of visual motion --- Book p0186 A79-34242
Goal-directed mechanics of controlled manipulators --- Russian book p0275 A79-50447
Visual motion perception by intelligent systems p0300 A79-52691

**ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES**

NT BIOASTROGANESSE
NT COSMOS SATELLITES
NT COSMOS 936 SATELLITE
NT INFIRMIEROS SATELLITES
NT ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS
NT ORBITAL WORKSHOPS

**ARTILLERY**

Effects of target motion and image on AAA tracking --- Anti-Aircraft Artillery p0046 A79-14969

**ATOMS**

**ATOMIC ACID**

Effect of cocking on absorption of some group B vitamins and ascorbic acid in the small intestine of dogs p0312 A79-33803

**ASPERGILUS**

The effects of temperature, salinity, and other factors on the growth and formation of UV-absorbing substances by the fungus Aspergillus p0005 A79-12512

**ASSASILLING**

**ATTACKING (ASSAILING)**

**ASSEMBLING**

**ATOMIC ASSEMBLY**

General methods to enable robots with vision to acquire, orient, and transport workpieces [PB-287195/4] p0113 A79-16556

**ASSSESS PROGRAM**


**ASSESSMENTS**

**AT TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT**

**ASSEMBLING** Inverse assimilation - A general principle of evolution of planetary surfaces p0207 A79-37989

**ASTP**

**APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT**

**ASTRONOMY**

**ASTRONOMY LOCATION**


**ASTRONAUT HANDLING EQUIPMENT**


**ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE**

On the man's adaptation to the operator's work under stressful conditions of space flight [IAF PAPER 78-K-06] p0003 A79-11365
Experimental and anatomical investigations in aviation and astronautics --- Russian book p0041 A79-13998
Space Sled - A multipurpose apparatus for vestibular research aboard Spacelab [DGLR PAPER 78-132] p0042 A79-14083
Results of tests of the equilibrium criteria of candidates for payload expert for the first Spacelab mission [DGLR PAPER 78-138] p0042 A79-14084
Engineering-psychological study of information imaging systems --- manual control of spacecraft docking p0099 A79-21404
Caloric and exercise requirements of space flight - Biostereometric results from Skylab p0128 A79-24637
The physiologist's view of sensory illusions p0255 A79-46597
Bioinstrumentation for evaluation of workload in payload specialists - Results of ASSESS II [IAF PAPER 79-08] p0302 A79-53291
Thoughts about man-machine interrelations in space flights applied to Spacelab missions [IAF PAPER 79-95] p0302 A79-53295
Communication problems of international crews [DGLR PAPER 78-7-21] p0240 A79-53245
Psychological selection of Spacelab payload specialists: The evaluation of German applicants [DGLR-87-78-29] p0281 A79-30936

**ASTRONAUT TRAINING**

From the laboratory to the Spacelab - Training program for Spacelab payload experts [DGLR PAPER 78-182] p0069 A79-20023
Ruptured arteriovenous anomaly in a former woman astronaut candidate p0128 A79-24640
Consciousness alteration in space [DGLR PAPER 78-1430] p0187 A79-34853
Spacelab's payload specialists, their selection and duties on-board p0226 A79-40720
Selection, training, and health care of working specialists for Shuttle/Spacelab and future space station missions [IAF PAPER 79-99] p0303 A79-53297
Psychological training - One of the most important factors of enhancing the safety of space flights [IAF PAPER 79-A-24] p0303 A79-53245

**ASTRONOMY**

Some advances in astronaut radiation dosimetry [IAF PAPER 78-67] p0003 A79-11228
Psychological selection of payload astronauts [IAA PAPER 79-15490] p0047 A79-15490
Selection of astronaut candidates - Contribution of the exercise EEC and epiography [IAF PAPER 78-15490] p0047 A79-15490
Special tests for astronaut selection - Study of cardiovascular reactions by the orthostatism test p0047 A79-15491
Special test for astronaut selection - Tests of tolerance in the centrifuge and in flight p0047 A79-15491

**ARTHOPODS**

Selected examples of dispersal of arthropods associated with agricultural crop and animal production p0148 A79-19595

**SUBJECT INDEX**

Bioinstrumentation for evaluation of workload in payload specialists - Results of ASSESS II [IAF PAPER 78-08] p0302 A79-53291
Development and evaluation of instrument systems for noninvasive detection, characterization and quantification of atherosclerotic lesions [PB-286851/11] p0085 A79-15582
ATTACK AIRCRAFT
ATTACKING (ASSAULTING)

Athletes, effects of congener and noncongener alcoholic beverages on a clinical ataxia test battery

Atherosclerosis: Characteristics of bacterial aerosol in airtight rooms occupied by humans

Astronomy, meteorological limits on the growth and development of screwworm populations

Atmospheric Composition, abundance of organic compounds photochemically produced in the atmospheres of the outer planets

Atmospheric effects, the formation and the habitation atmosphere

Atmospheric Impurities, atmospheric models

Atmospheric Noise, atmospheric pressure

Atmospheric Radiation, atmospheric temperature

Atomic Energy

Auditory Perception

Attitude Control

Astronomy, spaceborne astronomy

Astronomy, spaceborne astronomy

Audiometry

Auditory and visual sustained attention during ozone exposure

Auditory equipment

Auditory effects, effects of noise frequency on performance and annoyance

Auditory effects, effects of noise frequency on performance and annoyance

Audio and visual equipment

Audio effects, effects of noise frequency on performance and annoyance

Audio perception

Audio perception

Audio perception

Attitude (inclination)

Audio visual equipment

Audit, male and female characteristics in vestibular testing - a step toward the selection of the best participants for space flight

Auditory perception
AUDITORY SIGNALS

Elements of the theory of biological analyzers --- Russian book
p0130 A79-26450

Auditory analysis of complex sound: Electrophysiological investigations --- Russian book
p0167 A79-31899

Effect of paradoxical sleep deprivation on the acquisition of sound discrimination
p0167 A79-31898

Automatic recognition of spoken words: a functional model of the auditory system
p0235 A79-43464

Overall loudness of steady sounds according to theory and experiment

Two approaches to category representation in aural classification
[AD-A066705] N79-25754

Predicting individual listener confusions in the classification of complex, steady-state sounds
[AD-A066704] p0222 A79-25755

Classification of amplitude-modulated noise patterns with extended practice
[AD-A066703] N79-25756

Auditory evoked brain stem responses
p0226 A79-27837

Auditory analysis of complex sound: Electrophysiological investigations --- Russian book
p0167 A79-31899

Manual control of yaw motion with combined visual and vestibular cues
p0119 A79-17513

AUDITORY STIMULI

Bilateral and interhemispheric asymmetry of acoustic evoked potentials during monaural acoustic stimulation
p0159 A79-28735

A further investigation of visual dominance
p0186 A79-33999

Auditory evoked potentials during short-term auditory stimulation
p0277 A79-50659

Effects of filtering electroencephalographic signals on auditory evoked brain stem responses
p0176 A79-21758

Overall loudness of steady sounds according to theory and experiment

AUDITORY TASKS

Cephal monoxide and human time discrimination - Failure to replicate Beard-Vertheil experiments
p0102 A79-23472

Comparative evaluation of the effectiveness of visual and aural tracking of a sinusoidal signal
p0159 A79-28736

Auditory and visual sustained attention during ozone exposure
p0273 A79-49988

Auditory evoked potentials during short-term auditory stimulation
p0277 A79-50659
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Augmentation algorithms - A reply to Hologast --- for nucleotide substitutions
p0253 A79-85644

Molecular phylogenetic trees - on the validity of the Goodenow-Moore augmentation algorithm
p0253 A79-85645

Pilot-optical augmentation synthesis
p0088 A79-15603
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AUTOCATALYSIS The crisis in the problem of the origin of life
p0207 A79-37982

Evolution in open systems - Acquisition and conservation of information in biodes
p0207 A79-37987

AUTOCLAVES A system for sterilizing objects --- such as water systems on the space shuttle using ethylene oxide

AUTOMATA THEORY

Control systems for robots and manipulators --- Russian book
p0134 A79-27303

Some properties of conservative systems --- walking robot model
p0221 A79-35942

Goal-directed mechanics of controlled manipulators --- Russian book
p0275 A79-50447

AUTOMATIC CONTROL
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AT AUTOMATIC PILOT CONTROL

AT AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL

AT DYNAMIC CONTROL

AT FEEDBACK CONTROL

AT LEARNING MACHINES

AT NUMERICAL CONTROL

AT OPTIMAL CONTROL

Automatic control of physiological functions of the human organism in pathology --- Russian book
p0132 A79-26350

Control systems for robots and manipulators --- Russian book
p0134 A79-27303

Visually estimating workpiece pose in a robot hand using the feature points method
p0269 A79-68018

An analysis of helicopter pilot control behaviour and workload during instrumental flying tasks
[NWR-MP-78039-0] p0124 A79-77653

Microbial load monitor

The systemic principles of building a man-machine control staff --- functional analysis
p0249 A79-27861

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING & DATA PROCESSING

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL

The man-computer division of tasks in the case of the control of complex technical systems --- applied to aircraft
p0061 A79-17663

AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL

Contrast enhancement using local area brightness and gain control --- of airborne CRT display
p0037 A79-13199

AUTOMATIC PATTERN RECOGNITION & PATTERN RECOGNITION

AUTOMATIC PILOTS

Communications management by the remote system - An adaptive approach --- modeling of RF autopilot/operator systems
p0081 A79-13226

Man and automation --- for human-automatic pilot interfaces
p0275 A79-50372

AUTOMATIC ROCKET IMPACT PREDICTORS & COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION

AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT

Development of automated performance measures for introductory air combat maneuvers
p0000 A79-13223

Automatic audiometry in the practice of flight-personnel examination
p0295 A79-51084

Automated clinical systems for chromosome analysis

AUTOMATION

New principles of automation of biomedical research
p0070 A79-14763

Proceedings of the 1977 Computerized Adaptive Testing Conference
[AD-A066982] p0079 A79-14771

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS

Whole body response research program
[PB-286153/6] p0053 A79-55604

Whole body response research program: Append A: Methodology
p0320 A79-55604
Characterization of a novel extremely alkalophilic bacterium
Effects of magnesium, calcium, and sulfur on reversion of stable l-forms of soil bacteria
Characterization of a novel extremely alkalophilic bacterium
Effects of low temperature on in vivo and in vitro protein synthesis in Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas fluorescens
Thermal resistance of naturally occurring airborne bacterial spores --- Viking spacecraft dry heat decontamination simulation
Nitrate fermentation in Clostridium perfringens
Evolution of early life inferred from protein and ribonucleic acid sequences
Relationship between proton motive force and energy transduction in Halobacterium halobium envelope vesicles
Squalene, phytane and other isoprenoids as major neutral lipids of methanogenic and thermostoacidophilic 'archaeobacteria'
Accuracy of R0D approximation for computing light scattering properties of diffusing and motile bacteria --- Rayleigh-Sans-Debye
Increased survival in experimental dog heatstroke after rehydration of gut flora
Gating effects in Halobacterium halobium membrane
Light-driven solute transport in Halobacterium halobium
Minute tubular forms in soil
Attachment to autoclaved soil of bacterial cells from pure cultures of soil isolates
Characteristics of bacterial aerosol in air tight rooms occupied by humans
Mechanisms of recombination and function of DNA in bacteria
Determination of antimicrobial susceptibilities on infected tissues without isolation
Mechanism of plant virus inactivation in soil injected with municipal wastewater and treatment plant sludges
The utilization of organic compounds by purple bacteria in the presence of light
A biochemical basis of obligate anaerobiosis
Effects of lead on subcellular components in bacteria
Bacteria in a North Carolina salt marsh. Standing crop and importance in the decomposition of Spartina alterniflora
Effects of different values of urine pH during long-term storage on microflora composition
Microbial transformation of nucleosides
In vitro duplication of the primary light-induced charge separation in purple photosynthetic bacteria
Use of platinum electrodes for the electrochemical detection of bacteria

Evolutionary relationship based on a biochemical study of energy-acquiring system between Nitrosomonas europaea and Thiothrix novellus
Sulfate-reducing bacteria and biochemical evolution
Control by episome on salt-resistance in bacteria
An ultraviolet light induced bacteriophage in Beneckea gasogenes -- organism growth on precambrian earth
Energy transduction in Halobacterium halobium
The utilization of organic compounds by purple bacteria in the presence of light
Dynamic measurement of human cyclofusional eye movements

A continuous wave, frequency modulated, ultrasonic device with auditory output for observing the heart

Elicited acoustic responses to meaningful and meaningless verbal stimuli

The effective acoustic environment of helicopter crevices

Studies on the bioassayable growth hormone-like activity of plasma

Clinical usefulness of radiopaque markers in left ventricular function

A new noninvasive technique for cardiac pressure measurement. II Scattering from encapsulated bubbles

Bioassay of thermal protection afforded by candidate flight suit fabrics

Automated clinical system for chromosome analysis (NASA-CASE-WIP-13911-1)

Biomedical data validation through an on-line computer system (PB-205249/97)

Determination of a generalized output index of a biological experiment after multiple tests

Determination of antimicrobial susceptibilities on infected urines without isolation

A porcine bioassay study of the physiological effects of fiber and dye degradation products (PD) on burn wound healing (AD-4066960)

Evaluation of four thermally protective fabrics using the USAFL bioassay method (AD-4067351)

Autonomic components of alternate energy sources (CONP-780836-8)

Influence of pressure chamber conditions on adrenal cortical function in man (according to results of assaying blood plasma

11-hydroxycorticosteroids)

Experiment Chlorella 1 on board of Salyut 6 (TAP PAPER 78-56-1)

Biological specimen holding facility for Spacelab experiments (TAP PAPER 78-56-11)

Medical control in prolonged space flights (TAP PAPER 78-63)

Space medicine - A prognosis for future research (TAP PAPER 78-67-15)

Life sciences and space research XVII: Proceedings of the Open Meetings of the Working Group on Space Biology, Tel Aviv, Israel, June 7-18, 1977

Technics of the formation of nephromes by X-rays

An apparatus for studying electrotetricalographic responses under conditions of space flight

ECLS: design for a low cost space construction base -- Environmental Control Life Support Systems (AAS PAPER 78-FAS-004)

Vestibular Function Research aboard Spacelab (AAS PAPER 78-FAS-25)

Life sciences in the Shuttle era (AAS PAPER 78-FAS-341)

Support system considerations for STS biological investigations (AAS PAPER 78-FAS-37)

Spacelab and beyond - Flocculation problems in the use of space (DGFB PAPER 79-129)

Medical characteristics of the Spacelab life support system (DGFB PAPER 79-130)

Development of space biology experiments for the Space Shuttle - A students perspective

Light flashes in space --- cosmic ray interaction with astronaut visual system

Space biology and medicine

Space osteoporosis - An electromechanical hypothesis

The biomedical implications of engineering in space

Medicobiological research within the framework of the scientific program 'Intercosmos'

Spaceflight and bone turnover - Correlation with a new rat model of weightlessness

Space biology and aerospace medicine

The Biostack experiment in the U.S. long exposure duration test program

Closed ecology in space from a bioengineering perspective

Orythropoietic effects of space flight

The application of vectorcardiography to aerospace medicine

Ultrastructural development of the vestibular system under conditions of simulated weightlessness

Development of adaptation to hypodynamics on rat and its readaptability to ambulatory life

Early cardiovascular adaptation to zero gravity simulated by head-down tilt

Ultrastructural development of the vestibular system of frog larvae in 0g simulation

Equipment for surgical interventions and childbirth in weightlessness

US experiments flown on the Soviet Satellite COSMOS 782

US experiments flown on COSMOS 782

Technology advancement of an oxygen generation subsystem (NASA-CS-152257)

BIOCHEMISTRY

A new method of analysis of rat and the anterior pituitary gland - Effect on the incorporation of sulphur in chemical evolution (AAS PAPER 78-13-4)

Identification of a tripeptidyl aminopeptidase in the anterior pituitary gland - Effect on the chemical and biological properties of rat and bovine growth hormones

The growth of single crystals from proteins in gravity-free space (NASA PAPER 79-0311)

Metallochromic effects in pre-Cambrian deposits as a probable evidence for early photosynthesis (NASA-PAP 79-3095)

The problem of optimally fast response as solved by the nerve cell

Incorporation of sulphur in chemical evolution

Evolutionary relationship based on a biochemical study of energy-acquiring system between Nitrosomonas europaea and Thiobacillus novellus
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Potential contribution of transferable exogenous DNA to prokaryotic evolution... 979-37971
Evolution in open systems - Acquisition and conservation of information in living... 979-37987
Squalene, phytases and other isoprenoids as major neutral lipids of methanogenic and thermoadaptophilic 'archaea bacteria'... 979-42274
Mirror symmetry breaking in biochemical evolution... 979-46462
Solar-driven chemical energy source for a Martian biota... 979-46464
Morphological and biochemical effects of oxygen toxicity... 979-18561
Dynamics of Cosmonauts' blood biochemistry during space missions... 979-19177
Translational on USSR science and technology: Biomedical and behavioral sciences, no. 53. Effects of nonionizing electromagnetic radiation... 979-19176
Orthomolecular enhancement of human development... 979-15595
Translational on USSR science and technology: Biomedical and behavioral sciences, no. 57.
A biochemical basis of obligate anaerobiosis... 979-23631
Clozapine metabolism in humans... 979-19754
Biological study of proteins of gastric and intestinal mucosa of rats flown aboard the Kosmos-605 biosatellite --- effects of space flight stress... 979-23631
Binding of biologically active agents to plasma proteins... 979-29787
Mutagenic components of alternate energy sources... 979-23631
Energy transfer mechanisms and photobiological reactivities... 979-31898
Mechanisms of oxygen toxicity at the cellular level... 979-32823
Biocatalysis:
Lateral orientation and cerebral activation - Considerations for information display... 979-36194
Simulation and control of a human temperature regulation system... 979-36194
Effects of information processing requirements on reaction time of the eye... 979-36194
Bipolar stability considerations with vestibular models... 979-36194
Automatic control of physiological functions of the human organ in pathyology... 979-36194
Cyclic nucleotides and adaptation of the organism... 979-36194
Process of search control of coordinated movement in man... 979-36194
Effect of the blockade of hypothalamic adrenergic structures on thermo regulatory reactions... 979-36194
Control theory and biosystems: Analysis of homeostatic properties... 979-36194
Self-regulation of cerebral circulation under orthostatic influence... 979-36194
Neural regulation of coronary circulation... 979-36194
Central and reflex mechanisms of controlling movements... 979-36194
Application of pseudo random binary sequence input to identification of respiratory control dynamics... 979-36194
Characteristics of mosaic and autonomic regulation during work of small muscle groups as a function of loading regime... 979-48011
Calcium regulation in smooth muscle: Isolation and characterization of the myosin light chain kinase... 979-50563
User's instructions for the 41-node thermo regulatory model (steady state version)... 979-24638
Acid-base homeostasis in the human system... 979-24638
User's instructions for the erythropoiesis regulatory model... 979-25711
Use of a computer model in the understanding of erythropoietic control mechanisms... 979-25711
Dynamic regulation of erythropoiesis: A computer model of general applicability... 979-25720
Fluid and electrolyte control systems in the human body: A study report... 979-25720
On a basic model of circulatory, fluid, and electrolyte regulation in the human system based... 979-25720
Improvements and validation of the erythropoiesis control model for bed rest simulation... 979-25720
Study report on guidelines and test procedures for investigating stability of nonlinear cardiovascular control system models... 979-25720
The application of system analysis and mathematical models to the study of erythropoiesis during space flight... 979-25720

Biodegradation

Waste treatment options for use in closed systems --- in space colonies... 979-34843
Various modeling approaches in biomechanics --- analog simulation of impact events... 979-12407
Anatomical frames of reference and biomechanics... 979-18230
Anatomical coordinate systems for human body segments... 979-18230
Can man be calculated - Biological models in aeronautical medicine and engineering... 979-29589
Biodynamic effects of canopy loss in the T-15 aircraft... 979-30651
Process of search control of coordinated movement in man... 979-30651
Improved measurements of shear modulus and pleural membrane tension of the lung... 979-43702
Central and reflex mechanisms of controlling movements... 979-43702
Biodynamics of aeronautical medicine and engineering... 979-43950
Central and reflex mechanisms of controlling movements... 979-49733
Mechanism for the regulation of human posture during movements of the foot... 979-50287
Biomechanical properties of muscles and the efficiency of movement... 979-50565
Possibility of quantitative evaluation of the heart's mechanical activity from seismocardiograms... 979-50568
Lung inflation and longitudinal distribution of pulmonary vascular resistance during hypoxia
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Passive resistive torques about long bone axes of major human joints
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A spherical representation of a human body for visualizing movement

p0301 A79-53906

Theoretical foundations of cardiovascular processes

--- book

p0304 A79-53351

Basic biomechanics equations for cardiovascular flow

Equations on biotransport mechanisms

p0303 A79-53531

Isokinetic exercise: A review of the literature

p0051 A79-12695

Analysis and validation of human biodynamic models

p0058 A79-13714

A study of the effect of forcing function characteristics on human operatic dynamics in manual control

p0086 A79-15590

Photometric methods for the analysis of human kinetic responses to impact environments
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Prosthesis coupling

[NASA-CASE-KSC-11097-1] p0249 A79-26772

Effects of vibration on the human organism

p0249 A79-27862

Operator performance and localized muscle fatigue in a simulated space vehicle control task


Models and Analogues for the Evaluation of Human Biodynamic Response, Performance and Protection --- conferences, human tolerance of acceleration, vibration, and shock
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Prediction of whole-body response to impact forces in flight environments

p0284 A79-31902

Procedures used to generate input data sets for the articulated total body model from anthropometric data

p0284 A79-31903

A three-dimensional discrete element dynamic model of the spine, head and torso

p0285 A79-31910

Application of biodynamic models to the analysis of Y-16 canopy hit2 strike

p0285 A79-31911

A failure criterion for human, vertebral, cancellous bone

p0285 A79-31912

The use of spinal analogue to compare human tolerance of repeated shocks with tolerance of vibration, part 1
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The biodynamic response of the human body and its application to standards

p028A A79-31927

Refinement and validation of a three-dimensional head-spin model

[AD-602502] p0307 A79-32826

A bioengineering simulator of the human visual apparatus

p0048 A79-16138

The eccentric spheres model as the basis for a study of the role of geometry and inhomogeneities in electrocardiography

p0226 A79-40649

Closed ecology in space for a bioengineering perspective

p0228 A79-41703

Serendipitous solution to the problems of cultivating Arabidopsis plants in sealed containers for spaceflights of long duration

p0229 A79-41704

Prosthetic urinary sphincter


Improved subcutaneous electrode structure


A compact low-volume, self-regenerating artificial kidney
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p0182 N79-33122
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Interdisciplinary and international contributions to research on biological effects of electromagnetic waves - Past performances and future challenges
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Computer design synthesis of a below knee-syndrome prosthesis
p0251 N79-44300
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p0252 N79-45476

Portable device for detection of petit mal epilepsy
p0254 N79-46226

Trepanometry as a method of evaluating the functional state of the nervous system of a pilot
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Continuous long-duration recording of the heart rate by means of a noncontact technique
p0300 N79-53068
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[TAF PAPERS 79-84] p0302 N79-53291
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The Physical Basis of Electromagnetic Interactions with Biological Systems
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p0442 N79-18577

Miniature implantable ultrasonic echocardiometer [NASA-CASE-ARC-11035-1]
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Magnitude estimation as a hearing aid selection procedure
p0246 N79-27038

Development and application of resistive pulse spectrometry: Studies on the size, form and deformability of red blood cells
p0280 N79-30924

p0319 N79-33854
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BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

The effect of plasmoidal slime on the metabolites of haploid cells of Physarum flavicostus and the respiration of isolated mitochondria
p0105 N79-24513

Interdisciplinary and international contributions to research on biological effects of electromagnetic waves - Past performances and future challenges
p0289 N79-49702

Effects of magnesium, calcium, and serum on reversion of stable L-forms of soil bacterium physalus /Physalus/ p0017 N79-27929

Effect of ultrasonic irradiation on mammalian cells and chromosomes in vitro
p0134 N79-27229

Biological effects of electromagnetic fields
p0184 N79-33711

Biological effects of electromagnetic fields
p0184 N79-33712
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p0185 N79-33713

Cell mechanisms for the biological effects of electromagnetic fields
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Genetic effects of cosmic radiation on bacteriophage T-4
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A mechanism for high-frequency electro-magnetical field-induced biological damage
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Protection standards for microwave and radiofrequency radiations
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Killfish development in zero-G on COSMOS 782:
Pondus experiment K-104
p0321 N79-11659

Absence of gastric ulceration in rats after flight on the COSMOS 782
p0221 N79-11660

Effects of weightlessness on the genetics and aging process of drosophila melanogaster
p0223 N79-11673
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on the COSMOS 782
p0223 N79-11673

Effect of weightlessness and centrifugation (LEG)
on drosophila melanogaster
p0223 N79-11673

COSMOS 936, experiment 8-208: Spaceflight effects
p0223 N79-11673

Frequency response of cardiovascular regulation in canines to sinusoidal acceleration at frequencies below 1 Hz (basis for biodynamic modeling)
p0286 N79-31915

Refinement and validation of a three-dimensional head-shield model [AD-A062502] p0307 N79-32826
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A proposal concerning the origin of life on the planet earth
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Apotometer for determining the biomass of microorgan from the ATP content
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Biomass energy production impact of large scale aquatic biomass systems
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New inventory for the assessment of symptoms occurrence and severity at high altitude

Follow-up and transversal study of vital capacity and FEV sub values among personnel of the Belgian Army forces
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Dynamics of cosmonauts' blood biochemistry during space missions
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[NASA-CR-160215] 0218 79-25731

User's instructions for the GE cardiovascular model to simulate L/BW and tilt experiments, with graphic capabilities

[NASA-CR-160216] 0219 79-25732

Evaluation of exercise-respiratory system modifications and integration schemes for physiological systems

[NASA-CR-160223] 0219 79-25733

User's guide for the Skylab integrated medica1 data analysis system

[NASA-CR-160189] 0220 79-25740

The application of MINIQOAST to thermal program boundary and initial value problems

[NASA-CR-160227] 0222 79-25759

Review of unfolding methods used in the US and their standardization for diagnosis

[NASA-SL-603] 0307 79-23828

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

A computer-assisted simulator simulator --- computer-assisted pilot training

[p0039 79-13215]

Transfer of a computer-assisted instrument procedures trainer to flight

[p0039 79-13216]

The evaluation of a complex computer-based flight procedures trainer

[p0161 79-29717]

ARPA authoring system [AD-A0683723]

[p0190 79-22762]

Digital enhancement of computerized axial tomograms

[NASA-CR-160200] 0204 79-11544

Computer-graphic design for human performance

[AD-A065132] 0046 79-15999

Perception of graphic displays of space

[p0062 79-18205]

Visual cues in manual tracking of simulated targets

[p0103 79-23792]

Recent developments and plans for pilot training devices

[SPE PAPER 781007] 0130 79-25889

Object, illusion and frame of reference as design criteria for computer-generated displays

[p0137 79-28157]

Digital image anomalies - Static and dynamic --- rastering and aliasing effects and elimination

[p0137 79-28158]

Windshield quality and pilot performance measurement utilizing computer-generated imagery

[p0137 79-28165]

Transfer of landing skill after training with supplementary visual cues

[p0138 79-28167]

A fast-reacting and versatile optokinetic stimulus pattern by computer graphics with application examples

[p0160 79-28993]

Application of computer animation for dynamic display in complex energy systems --- for human operator performance improvement

[p0186 79-34172]

The development of integrated multidimensional displays

[p0187 79-34999]

Real-time computerized fluoroscopic cardiac imaging

[p0294 79-51035]

Pilot performance during simulated approaches and landings made with various computer-generated visual glidepath indicators

[p0297 79-52276]

A spherical representation of a human body for visualizing movement

[p0301 79-53096]

Analysis and validation of human biomechanics models

[AD-A059810] 0058 79-13714

Graphic display of human motion

[AD-A063348] 0190 79-22763

Transient theroregulatory model with graphics output

[NASA-CR-160217] 0212 79-24637

COMPUTER TECHNIQUES
Use of a computer model in the understanding of erythropoietic control mechanisms

Dynamic regulation of erythropoiesis: A computer model of general applicability

User's instructions for the cardiovascular Walters model

Study report on modification of long term circulatory model for the simulation of bed rest

Improvements and validation of the erythropoiesis control model for bed rest simulation

User's instructions for the CE cardiovascular model to simulate LBNP and tilt experiments, with graphic capabilities

Sensory mechanisms modeling
[AR-A069439] p0262 A79-29796

Prediction of whole-body response to impact forces in flight environments
p0284 A79-31902

Procedures used to generate input data sets for the articulated total body model from anthropometric data
p0284 A79-31903

The validation of biodynamic models
p0286 A79-31919

A human body and crew station modeling system for motion studies
p0287 A79-31922

Models of human operators in vision dependent tasks

A survey of Applied Psychological Services' models of the human operator
p0317 A79-33839

SAINT: A combined simulation language for modeling man-machine systems
p0317 A79-33842

COMPUTERS

VT AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS

The role of computer technology mathematical models in treatment of patients following heart surgery
p0170 A79-20721

CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)

 VT MOISTURE CONTENT

A photometer for determining the biomass of microorganisms from the ATP content
[BLL-B2S-11856] p0141 A79-18555

Effects of different values of urine pH during long-term storage on microflora composition
[NASA-CP-2103] p0150 A79-19628

Investigation of albumin and globulin composition of blood of the crew of the Salyut-3 orbital station
p0244 A79-27820

Mathematical modeling of arterial oxygen saturation and eye-level blood pressure during +G sub Z stress
p0286 A79-31916

CONCENTRATORS

Health and safety hazards associated with solar concentration systems
p0200 A79-36628

CONDEMNATION

Prebiotic condensation reactions using cyanamide
p0203 A79-37932

Prebiotic condensation of oligonucleotide
p0204 A79-37945

CONDITIONED REFLEXES

Early cardiovascular adaptation to zero gravity simulated by head-down tilt
[TAP PAPER 79-71] p0301 A79-53286

Ultrastructural development of the vestibular system of frog larvae in 0g simulations
[TAP PAPER 79-78] p0301 A79-53287

Neurophysiological bases of vestibular conditioning
p0012 A79-10699

CONDITIONED RESPONSES

U CONDITIONING (LEARNING)

CONDITIONING

Effect of physical conditioning on cardiac aichoreodinal function
p0068 A79-18966
CONTACT LENSES
Acroscopic implications of the X-Chrom lens for improving color vision deficiencies p0135 A79-27556

CONTAMINANTS
INTRACE CONTAMINANTS
Investigation of composition of trace contaminants in the air environment of the Soyuz-22 spacecraft p0072 N79-16720
Effect of hypokinesia on animal resistance to chemical agents p109 N79-16524
Evaluation of toxic effects of organic contaminants in recycled water [PB-290666/2] p190 N79-22750
Chemicals identified in human biological media, a pilot literature survey [PB-290666/2] p0214 N79-26649
Direct exposure of monolayers of mammalian cells to airborne pollutants in a unique culture system [AD-A069022] p0283 N79-31877

CONTAMINATION
IN SPACECRAFT CONTAMINATION CONTENT

CONTINUITY
Perception of continuity in stroboscopic motion - A temporal frequency analysis p0186 A79-34375
CONTROVERBS
Texture contours can facilitate stereopsis by initiating vergence eye movements p0270 N79-88816
Contour detector and data acquisition system for the left ventricular outline [NASA-CASE-ASC-10985-1] p0017 N79-10724

CONTRACTION
Cardio-pulmonary response to shock [AD-A065672] p0195 N79-23659
Recruitment and discharge properties of motor units in human brachial biceps and adductor pollicis during isometric contractions p0216 N79-25708

CONTRAST
IN SPACE CONTRAST CONTROL
The development and evaluation of objective frequency domain based pilot performance measures in aspp [AD-A059477] p0090 N79-14776
Flight prototype CO2 and humidity control system [NASA-CR-16022] p0222 N79-25760

CONTROL CONFIGURED VEHICLES
A theoretical investigation of power and control configurations for a high g-onset centrifuge drive system [AD-A070512] p0309 N79-32841

CONTROL DEVICES
IN CONTROL EQUIPMENT
CONTROL EQUIPMENT

CONTROL SIMULATION

SUBJECT INDEX

A computer-based simulator and computer-assisted pilot training p0039 A79-13215
The multiloop concept of the pilot work load as a basis of future experiments and studies [ONENA, TP. NO. 1978-10] p0145 A79-18992
Effects of target motion and image on AAA tracking --- Anti-Aircraft Artillery p0223 N79-25761
The human operator in the control system: Linear models --- German book p0132 A79-26356
Modeling human tracking performance in a high G-stress environment p0269 A79-48012
Pilot workload during final approach in congested airspace p0269 A79-48014
Driver steering dynamics measured in a car simulator under a range of visibility and roadmaking conditions p0117 N79-17453
The driving simulator developed by the Institute for Perception TNO. A validation study in straight road driving [TFP-1978-16-0R-1] p0145 N79-18588
Helmet weight simulator [NASA-CASE-LAB-12320-1] p0223 N79-25761
Ergonomic research into human tolerances for roll and pitch as well as their influence on individual perception and reactions to control parameters [EUNI-TBNT-78-18] p0282 N79-30944

CONTROL THEORY
A model for sensorimotor control and learning p0095 A79-12122
Application of control theory to the investigation of roll motion effects on pilot control behavior [AD-A059472] p0146 A79-16972
Control of robot manipulators from the modeling of their dynamics --- French thesis p0101 A79-23427
Control theory and biosystems: Analysis of homeostatic properties --- Russian book p0096 A79-34506
Stabilization of a biped walking machine with incomplete information on its phase coordinates p0273 A79-49879
The effects of deviate internal representations in the optimal model of the human operator p0174 N79-17477
A quasi-linear control theory analysis of timesharing skills p0115 N99-17479
A dual-loop model of the human controller p0115 N79-17480
Parameter estimation in a human operator describing function model for a two-dimensional tracking task p0115 N79-17481
An approach to the multi-axis problem in manual control --- optimal pilot model p0115 N79-17482
Error rate information in attention allocation pilot models p0115 N79-17483
The effects of participatory modes and task workload on the detection of dynamic system p0115 N79-17483

Microprocessor: Based prosthetic control [PB-286852/3] p0113 N79-16559
Flight prototype CO2 and humidity control system [NASA-CR-160224] p0222 N79-25760
A theoretical investigation of power and control configurations for a high g-onset centrifuge drive system [AD-A070512] p0309 N79-32841

CONTROLL STICKS
Influences of joystick spring resistance on the execution of simple and complex positioning movements p0119 N79-17517

CONTROL SYSTEMS
IN CONTROL
A control theoretic model of driver steering behavior

Modelling the human operator of slowly responding systems using linear models

A model of the human supervisor

Prediction of pilot-aircraft stability boundaries and performance contours

Use of the optimal control model in the design of motion cue experiments

The systemic principles of building a man-machine control structure --- functional analysis

The application of control theory to the investigation of roll motion effects on human operator performance

CONTROL VALVES
Microbial Check Valve for Shuttle

CONTROLLABILITY
Quantifying operator preference duringhuman factors test and evaluation --- in helicopter design

CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERES
NT ARGON-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERES
NT CABIN ATMOSPHERES
NT HELIUM-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERES
NT SPACECRAFT CABIN ATMOSPHERES
Voice communication in artificial atmospheres --- Russian book

The combined effect of carbon monoxide and normobaric hyperoxia on animals

CONTROLLED STABILITY
NT CONTROL

CONTROLLERS
NT STEEROMECANICS
Evaluation of models describing human operator control of slowly responding complex systems --- Thesis

CONVAIN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
NT MILITARY AIRCRAFT

CONVECTION
Mathematical studies of oxygen transport to tissue

CONVECTIVE FLOW
Convective control of long-range coherence in plant growth regulation

CONVERGENCE
Region extraction using convergent evidence

CONVOLUTIONS
Effect of electroconvulsive shock on monoaminergic receptor binding sites in rat brain

The control and prevention of seizures in children, a developmental and environmental approach

COOLING
NT LIQUID COOLING
NT SURFACE COOLING

Epiphysis of rats under the combined action of hypoxia, hypercapnia and cooling

COORDINATE SYSTEMS
NT COORDINATES

COORDINATES
Anatomical coordinate systems for human body segments

COORDINATION
Process of search control of coordinated movement in man

COPILOTS
NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS

CORONARY CIRCULATION

COPPER
NT COPPER ISOTOPES

Cu-content of the liver of young mice in relation to a defect in the Cu-metabolism

COPPER COMPOUNDS
Citric acid enhancement of copper sulfate toxicity to blue-green algae and other nuisance organisms

COPPER ISOTOPES
Results of a 64Cu-loading test applied to patients with an inherited defect in their Cu-metabolism (Menkes' disease)

CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE
Predicting coronary artery disease with treadmill stress testing. Changes in R-wave amplitude compared with ST segment depression

Coronary calcification in the diagnosis of coronary artery disease

Computer quantitation of coronary angiograms

The prediction of the existence or nonexistence of coronary artery disease using routine clinical laboratory measurements

Coronary athlerosclerosis and fitness for flying

Detection of coronary artery disease in apparently healthy, asymptomatic aircrew members using thallium-201 myocardial perfusion scintigraphy

Left Anterior Hemibloc (L&H): Diagnosis and aeromedical risk

The impact of coronary vascular risk factors on professional aircrew license loss in the United Kingdom

The effect of moderate hypothermia on the circulatory and myocardial consequences of acute coronary ligation in dogs

Development and evaluation of instrumen systems for noninvasive detection, characterization and quantification of atherosclerotic lesions

Coronary circulation
Regional coronary blood flow at rest and during high sustained +Gm in a miniature swine with subclinical, inchoinic, coronary heart disease due to coronary stenosis

Influences of physical conditioning and deconditioning on coronary vasculature of dogs

Effect of exercise on collateral development in dogs with normal coronary arteries

Pulmonary blood volume and interventricular circulation time in physically trained and untrained subjects

Cardiac responses of dogs to nonsynchronous and heart synchronous whole-body vibrations

Neural regulation of coronary circulation

Norpinephrine action on smooth muscle cells of coronary arteries
A review of recent concepts of the problem of the origin of life

CORPUSCULAR RADIATION

A catheter flow probe for measurement of left ventricular source parameters

Clinical usefulness of radiopaque markers in left ventricular function

Mechanics of blood flow through normal and stenotic coronary arteries

Influences of dietary fats on coronary flow rate and left ventricular work of the isolated rat heart

Effects of dietary fats on the coronary flow rate and the left ventricular function of the isolated rat heart

Argon delivery in the hypoxic perfused heart: Relation to functional and metabolic changes

COSMOLOGY

Lifecloud: The origin of life in the universe --- Book

COSMONAUTS

Preliminary selection of candidates for space flights

[IAF PAPER 79-63]

Psychological training - One of the most important factors of enhancing the safety of space flights

[IAF PAPER 79-6-28]

Physiologic-biogenic and ergonomic aspects of Salyut 6 cosmonauts extravehicular activity /F VA/

The cosmonaut in flight

[NASA-77-P-17438]

Salyut-6 - Soyuz-29: Our commentary, the crew and the station

[NASA-TM-75393]

Investigation of albumin and globulin composition of blood of the crew of the Salyut-3 orbital station

COSMOS SATELLITES

The joint US-DSR satellite program

US experiments flown on the Soviet satellite COSMOS 936

[COSMOS-936]

The Cosmos 936 mission

Space radiation dosimetry onboard COSMOS 936

portion of experiment K-206

Biochemical study of proteins of gastric and intestinal mucosa of rats flown aboard the Cosmos-605 biosatellite --- effects of space flight stress

COSMOS 782 SATELLITE

Radiobiological investigations in Cosmos 782 space flight /Biobloc SP1 experiment/

Stereological ultrastructural analysis of the arthonal endings in the mesenteric junction of rats after a flight on biosputnik 782

Studies of amino acid metabolism in the muscles of rats flown aboard the biosatellite Cosmos 782

US experiments flown on the Soviet Satellite COSMOS 782

[COSMOS-782]

Response of crown gall tissue to the space environments: Residual carbohydrates in supporting tissue --- COSMOS 782

Response of crown gall tissue to the space environment: Tumor development and anatomy --- COSMOS 782

Response of crown gall tissue to the space environment: Glutamine synthetase activity --- COSMOS 782

Response of crown gall tissue to the space environment: Inosine patterns --- COSMOS 782

The morphogenetic responses of cultured totipotent cells of carrot (Daucus carota L.) at zero gravity.

Development capacity of artiesia cysts and lettuce seeds flown in Cosmos 936 and directly exposed to cosmic rays

Genetic effects of cosmic rays on bacteirophage T4Er/4 /On materials of biological experiment Soyuz-Apollo/

Preliminary results of Cytos experiment flows in Salyut VI - Investigations of Paraechium agarlia

The dose rate of cosmic ray radiation received by biological target in the stratosphere and at altitudes of satellite orbits

Cosmic ray effects on the eyes of rats flown on COSMOS 782

Cosmic ray effects on the eyes of stationary and centrifuged rats flown on COSMOS 936, experiment K-207

COSMOLOGY

U COSMOLOGY

COSMOLOGY

Lifecloud: The origin of life in the universe --- Book
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DESYNCHRONIZED SLEEP

9 Rapid eye movement state

DETECTION

MT Aircraft detection

MT SAR detection

MT Signal detection

MT Target recognition

Detection of colored stimuli by independent linear systems

p0231 A79-42229

DETERIORATION

Mechanisms of deterioration of nutrients — improved quality of freeze-dried foods


DEVELOPMENT

Orthoskeletal enhancement of human development

p0095 N79-15895

DEWAR SYSTEMS

3 Cryogenic equipment

DIABETES MELLITUS

Insulin-like effect of bovine growth hormone in vivo as demonstrated by oxidation of C14/1-β-glucose in diabetic rats

p0252 A79-49797

DIAGNOSIS

Detection of bubbles in decompression sickness

p0081 A79-13573

Diagnoses of initial deficiency in cerebral circulation

p0166 A79-31164

Some tests used in the practice of aviation medical examination for differential diagnosis of heart diseases

p0188 A79-35136

Myocardial infarction in young men

p0188 A79-35137

Motion sickness in cats — A symptom rating scale used in laboratory and flight tests

p0202 A79-37711

Coronary calcification in the diagnosis of coronary artery disease

p0226 A79-40465

Hyperventilation in aircrew — A review

p0235 A79-43212

Portable device for detection of petit mal epilepsy

p0254 A79-46226

Computerized positron emission tomography /PET/ for the assessment of myocardial integrity

p0293 A79-51031

Signal processing in ultrasound — for diagnostic medicine

p0294 A79-51039

Clinical applications of new echocardiographic techniques

p0295 A79-51040

An illness-injury severity index

p0050 A79-12688

Noninvasive assessment of pulmonary hypertension using bubble ultrasonic ringing (BURP) method, part 2

[ PB-283935/5 ] p0051 N79-12699

Development of high-resolution ultrasonic imaging techniques for detection and clinical assessment of cardiovascular disease

[ PB-284688/3 ] p0052 N79-12703

Noninvasive assessment of pulmonary hypertension

[ PB-285121/0 ] p0057 N79-13701

Coupling apparatus for ultrasonic medical diagnostic systems

[ NASA-CAS2-880-13935-1 ] p0077 N79-14751

Development of high-resolution ultrasonic imaging techniques for detection and clinical assessment of cardiovascular disease

[ PB-286698/0 ] p0085 N79-15581

Early detection of disease: The correlation of the volatile organic profiles from patients with upper respiratory infections with subjects of nasal profiles


Technical evaluation report on the Aerospace Medical Panel Leaders’ Meeting, Fall 1977 — disease prevention, flight fitness, and findings in cardiology and pulmonary function

[ AGARD-AR-131 ] p0171 N79-20729

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

U MATHEMATICS (MATHEMATICS)

DIFFRACTION

DIFFRACTION PATTERNS

Prospective medicine opportunities in aerospace medicine

p0171 N79-20730

A systematic approach to computer analysis of pulmonary vascular patterns

p0176 N79-21756

ESR studies on different pathological states

[ TSS-22/9 ] p0248 N79-27054

Computed axial tomography (CAT)

p0262 N79-29791

Diagnosis of cutaneous thermal burn injuries by multispectral imaging analysis


DIAGRAMS

MT Circuit diagrams

DIAGNOSIS

A compact low-volume, self-regenerating artificial kidney

p0123 N79-17545

DIAPHRAGM (ANATOMY)

Contribution of rib cage and abdominal-diaphragm to tidal volume during CO2 rebreathing

p0135 N79-33805

Carbohydrate metabolism of the stimulated diaphragm muscle

p0050 N79-12689

DIASTOLIC PRESSURE

A study of some of the factors influencing the left ventricular diastolic pressure-volume relationship and myocardial metabolism

p0154 N79-19674

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT

U Permittivity

DIELECTRIC MATERIALS

U Dielectrics

DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES

U Permittivity

Molecular absorption of non-ionizing radiation in biological systems

p0082 N79-15553

Interfacial and intracellular water: Expected anomalies in dielectric properties

p0082 N79-15558

DIELECTRICS

Electric field measurements within biological media

p0083 N79-15562

DIESEL FUELS

A literature review-problem definition studies on selected toxic chemicals. Volume 1: Occupational health and safety aspects of diesel fuel and white smoke generated from it

[ AD-A056018 ] p0025 N79-11686

A literature review-problem definition studies on selected toxic chemicals. Volume 8: Environmental aspects of diesel fuel and fog oils SGF number 1 and SGF number 2 and smoke screens generated from them

[ AD-A056021 ] p0025 N79-11688

Health effects associated with diesel exhaust emissions, literature review and evaluation

[ PB-289817/9 ] p0171 N79-20727

DIETS

Effects of dietary composition on nutritional state in rats during exposure to high altitude

p0134 N79-27118

Influences of dietary fats on coronary flow rate and left ventricular work of the isolated rat heart

p0239 N79-26766

Effects of dietary fats on the coronary flow rate and the left ventricular function of the isolated rat heart

p0239 N79-26767

Effects of dietary fats on atherosclerosis and thrombosis

p0240 N79-26776

Physiological effects of a high soybean protein diet in man

p0240 N79-26777

Aspects of dietary prevention of arteriosclerosis and thrombosis

p0262 N79-29792

DIFFERENTIAL ALGEBRA

U MATHEMATICS (MATHEMATICS)

DIFFRACTION

MT Wave diffraction

DIFFRACTION GRATING

U Gratings (spectra)

DIFFRACTION PATTERNS

The retinal resolving power measured by laser
Human factors evaluation of the AN/UYQ-21 display

Compensation for transport delays produced by computer image generation systems

Human factors evaluation of the AN/UYQ-21 display console

The effect of active area on the legibility of dot matrix displays

Human factors aspects of low light level television and forward looking infrared sensor displays. 1: A feasibility study of scaled subjective complexity of still scenes applied to computer image generation

An extension of the quickened display for manual control

Analysis of a VTOL hover task with predictor displays using an optimal control model of the human operator

Event-driven displays for manipulator control

Display aids for remote control of untethered underwater vehicles

A safety margin and flight reference system and display for powered-lift aircraft

Evaluation of display and control concepts for a terminal configured vehicle in final approach in a windshear environment

Two dimensional eye tracking: Sampling rate of forcing function

The effect of a visual motion display mismatch in a single axis compensatory tracking task

Evaluation of kinesthetic-tactual displays using a critical tracking task

Some ergonomic aspects of adapting workrooms and displays for powered-lift aircraft

Cardiac responses of dogs to nonsynchronous and heart synchronous whole-body vibration

Fluid shifts during initial phase of immersion sickness while flying at 9,000 m within 12-24 h of diving

Personality profiles of divers involved in research activities

Publications of the planetary biology program for 1977: A special bibliography

Cardiac responses of dogs to nonsynchronous and heart synchronous whole-body vibration

Frequency response of cardiovascular regulation in canines to sinusoidal acceleration at frequencies below 1 Hz (basis for biodynamic modeling)

Personality profiles of divers involved in research activities

Publications of the planetary biology program for 1977: A special bibliography

Dogs

Compensation for transport delays produced by computer image generation systems

Human factors evaluation of the AN/UYQ-21 display console

The effect of active area on the legibility of dot matrix displays

Human factors aspects of low light level television and forward looking infrared sensor displays. 1: A feasibility study of scaled subjective complexity of still scenes applied to computer image generation

An extension of the quickened display for manual control

Analysis of a VTOL hover task with predictor displays using an optimal control model of the human operator

Event-driven displays for manipulator control

Display aids for remote control of untethered underwater vehicles

A safety margin and flight reference system and display for powered-lift aircraft

Evaluation of display and control concepts for a terminal configured vehicle in final approach in a windshear environment

Two dimensional eye tracking: Sampling rate of forcing function

The effect of a visual motion display mismatch in a single axis compensatory tracking task

Evaluation of kinesthetic-tactual displays using a critical tracking task

Some ergonomic aspects of adapting workrooms and displays for powered-lift aircraft

Cardiac responses of dogs to nonsynchronous and heart synchronous whole-body vibration

Fluid shifts during initial phase of immersion sickness while flying at 9,000 m within 12-24 h of diving

Personality profiles of divers involved in research activities

Publications of the planetary biology program for 1977: A special bibliography

Cardiac responses of dogs to nonsynchronous and heart synchronous whole-body vibration

Frequency response of cardiovascular regulation in canines to sinusoidal acceleration at frequencies below 1 Hz (basis for biodynamic modeling)

Personality profiles of divers involved in research activities

Publications of the planetary biology program for 1977: A special bibliography

Dogs
DROPS (LIQUIDS) DROSOPHILA

DYNAMIC MODELS

DYNAMIC MODELS WIND SHEAR MECHANISM

DURABILITY

DURATION

DUSING WIND SHEAR

DUSING

DYS  Effect of fiber and dye degradation products /FDP/ on burn wound healing

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

DYNAMIC MODELS

DYNAMIC MODELS

DYNAMIC MODELS WIND SHEAR MECHANISM

DYNAMIC MODELS
ELECTRIC FIELDS

Single frequency RP powered ECG telemetry system p0131 A79-26074
Electrocardiographic abnormalities in Air Force personnel p0102 A79-33191
Predicting coronary artery disease with treadmill stress testing Changes in R-wave amplitude compared with ST-segment depression p0166 A79-34284
Aerobiotelemetry from a fighter aircraft p0200 A79-37131
Influence of Beta-Blockade on asymptomatic ST-T wave changes - A follow up study p0201 A79-37137
Some electrophysiological concepts of the U wave of ECG p0201 A79-37138
Hemorheologic analysis and modeling of ECG signals p0210 A79-39973
The eccentric spheres model as the basis for a study of the role of geometry and inhomogeneities in electrocardiography p0256 A79-80649
An inductively powered telemetry system for temperature, EKG, and activity monitoring p0228 A79-41424
Microwave apexcardiography p0231 A79-41848
Adjustment of an electronic model for electrocardiogram simulation p0232 A79-42240
The evolutionary pattern of exercise-induced ST-segment depression p0251 A79-46166
The electrocardiogram recorded by telemetry during a parachute jump, compared to a trace during stress tests - A preliminary study of 29 cases p0256 A79-86560
Non-invasive information on the P-R segment of the cardiac cycle - An assessment of the clinical potential of the electric and magnetic methods p0295 A79-51045
Continuous long-duration recording of the heart rate by means of a noncontact technique p0300 A79-53068
Theoretical foundations of cardiovascular processes --- Book p0304 A79-53531
Fundamentals of electrical processes in the electrophysiology of the heart p0304 A79-53532
Analysis of distribution of sequences of R-R intervals in astronauts. Generalized coordinate method p0015 A79-17070
The significance of I wave abnormalities p0029 A79-11173
Differences posed by left axis deviation in the evaluation of fliers, and their relations to the concept of left anterior hemiblock p0029 A79-11174
Left Anterior Hemiblock (LAH): Diagnosis and aeromedical risk p0029 A79-11175
Cardiac conduction and aptitude problem of fliers. The benefits of endocavitary recording of the His bundles p0038 A79-11176
Effects of oxides on nitrogen, Carbon monoxide and photochemical oxidants on the ECG during exercise and on cardiopulmonary function [SN-291557/71] p00177 A79-21763
A nonlinear mapping approach to discrimination of sleep stages from the human electroencephalogram p0134 A79-33817

ELECTROCHEMISTRY

Use of platinum electrodes for the electrochemical detection of bacteria p0098 A79-21243

ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE

U GALLIC CHART RESPONSE...
Electrolyte Metabolism

A review of the consequences of fluid and electrolyte shifts in weightlessness

[IAF PAPER 78-50] p0002 A79-11220

Comparison of hormone and electrolyte circadian rhythms in male and female humans

p0004 A79-11998

Effect of water and electrolyte replacement during exercise in the heat on biochemical indices of stress and performance

p0127 A79-28629

Circadian rhythm of electrolyte urea in healthy persons

p0257 A79-46681

Effects of space flight factors on electrolyte composition of rat skeletal muscles

p0109 A79-16530

Fluid and Electrolyte Balance model (FBM)


Simulation of fluid-electrolyte metabolism in rats as a means of preventing orthostatic instability in the crew of the second expedition aboard the Salyut-6 station

p0243 A79-27819

Fluid-electrolyte metabolism in the crew of Salyut-6

p0311 A79-33792

Electrolyte composition of rat blood plasma and skeletal muscles after flight aboard the Cosmos-690 biosatellite

p0311 A79-33795

Electrolytes

Plasma volume and electrolyte shifts with heavy exercise in sitting and supine positions

p0161 A79-29336

Plasma electrolytes in relation to altitude tolerance in rats

p0163 A79-30652

Hyperthermia and exercise --- plasma fluid and electrolyte effects on human thermoregulation

p0252 A79-44775

A simple model of fluid flow and electrolyte balance in the body


Fluid and electrolyte control systems in the human body: A study report


On a basic model of circulatory, fluid, and electrolyte regulation in the human system based upon the model of Guyon


Electromagnetic Absorption

Electromagnetic absorption in a multilayered model of man

p0226 A79-04650

An empirical formula for broad-band SAR calculations of probe spherical models of humans and animals --- Specific Absorption Rate
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Iodine imaging using spectral analysis --- radiography for visualization of small blood vessels p0298 A79-51034
Real-time computerized fluoroscopy cardiac imaging p0299 A79-51035
New developments in ultrasonic imaging of the chest and other body organs (SCRI-80340-REV-1) p0318 A79-40734
Compensation for transport delays produced by computer image generation systems (AD-A056720) p0319 A79-40735
Development of high-resolution ultrasonic imaging techniques for detections and clinical assessment of cardiovascular disease (PS-266966) p0065 A79-15581
Pattern of heat loss from a subject wearing CF temperate-climate combat clothing (AD-A057464) p0093 A79-15636

IMPACT DAMAGE
Region extraction using convergent evidence (AD-A065551) p0124 A79-17552
X-ray backscatter imaging p0176 A79-21754
An investigation of the pulse-scatter imaging technique for medical ultrasonic imaging and tissue characterization p0211 A79-24628

INTEGRITY
0 SUBMERGING
IMMUNIZATION
Recovery of skeletal muscle after 3 mo of hindlimb immobilization in rats p0268 A79-47856
Effect of space flight on cell-mediated immunity --- COSMOS 762 satellite p0201 A79-11661
Effect of 49-day space flight on parameters of immunological reactivity and protein composition of blood in the crew of Salyut-5 p0107 A79-16515
Suppression of the immune response by ultrasound p0182 A79-18560
Studies of microbial flora and immunity of the body under hyperbaric and hypobaric conditions p0319 A79-33790

IMMUNOLOGY
Immune biological aspects of man's adaptation to highland p0288 A79-35124
Isolation of virus-augmented tumor antigens p0142 A79-18564
Immunological effects of microwave action p0172 A79-20736
Immunological reactivity of rats flown aboard Cosmos-605 and Cosmos-690 biosatellites p0244 A79-27824
Obtaining growth hormone from calf blood [NASA-TR-75326] p0283 A79-31895

IMPACT ACCELERATION
Some Bayesian inference procedures for use in developing an impact acceleration injury prediction model (AGARD-CP-253) p0284 A79-31901
Prediction of whole-body response to impact forces in flight environments p0284 A79-31902
Multiaxial dynamic response of the human head and neck to impact acceleration p0284 A79-31906
Transient intraventricular conduction defects observed during experimential impact in human subjects p0285 A79-31907
Potential relationship between human central nervous system injury and impact forces based on primate studies p0286 A79-31919
The effect of impact acceleration on the electrical activity of the brain p0287 A79-31921
The response of a realistic computer model for sitting humans to different types of shocks p0288 A79-31927
Significance of the vibration component to the deleterious effect of impact accelerations p0312 A79-33801
Effect of impact accelerations on electrical resistance of rat erythrocytes p0313 A79-33811

IMPACT DAMAGE
Various modeling approaches in biomechanics --- analog simulation of impact events p0005 A79-12407
Aircrew helmet protection against potential cerebral concussion in low-magnitude impacts
A head injury model
Correlation of head injury with mechanical forces based on helmet damage duplication

IMPACT DECELERATION

IMPACT TESTS
Whole body response research program
Whole body response research program, Appendix A: Methodology
Whole body response research program, Appendix C: Processed data
Photometric methods for the analysis of human kinematic responses to impact environments
Calibration of three year old child dummies
Evaluation of research on surrogates for humans in motor vehicle crashes
Impact tests on crash helmets for motor cyclists
A failure criterion for human, vertebral, cancellous bone

IMPACT TOLERANCES
A critical error for human, vertebral, cancellous bone

IMPEDANCE
MT ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE
MT RESPIRATORY IMPEDANCE

IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS
Reliability of determining the cardiac output by the method of quadruple chest impedance plethysmography

IN-FLIGHT MONITORING
In-flight toxicology of fixed and rotary wing aircraft crew stations

INFLATION
Development of an electrical energy converter for circulatory device

IMPLANTED ELECTRODES (BIOLOGI)
Telemetry of intracranial pressure
An indwelling powered telemetry system for temperature, EKG, and activity monitoring
Electric field measurements within biological media
Improved subcutaneous electrode structure
Aircraft flight simulation of space shuttle experiments using an implanted telemetry system to obtain cardiovascular data from the monkey
Metal bioelectrode polarization: A frequency and time domain analysis

IN-FIGHT MONITORING
In-flight monitoring for controlling and monitoring environmental control and life support systems
Aerosol electrometry from a fighter aircraft
The electrocardiogram recorded by telemetry during a parachute jump, compared to a trace during stress tests - A preliminary study of 29 cases
In-flight measurement of stress reduction due to wearing expandable foam earplugs
Aircrew in-flight physiological data acquisition system 2
Dyamic medical monitoring of flight crews in the course of long-term flights
Investigation of composition of trace contaminants in the air environment of the Soyuz-22 spacecraft

INACTIVATION
IN DEACTIVATION

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Alterations in erythrocyte survival parameters in rats after 19.5 days aboard Kosmos 782
Quantitative analysis of selected bone parameters

INDIA
Analysis of climatic data and cockpit thermal conditions at a fighter base in North West India

INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
MT APPROACH INDICATORS
MT HOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS
Arrangement of aircraft flight indicators with the help of optimal theoretical models for man as the controller

INDOLES
MT THYMPHEN
3-Indoselvin-6-antihistamine combination for gastric ulcer control

INDUCED FLOW
MT FLUID FLOW

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
MT PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
A literature review-problem definition studies on selected toxic chemicals. Volume 2: Occupational health and safety aspects of phosphorus smoke compounds
A literature review-problem definition studies on selected toxic chemicals. Volume 1: Occupational health and safety aspects of diesel fuel and white smoke generated from it
Antiradiation suit and other special clothing at a space station

INDUSTRIES
Study of pharmacological industrial problems

INERTIAL BODIES
MT RIGID STRUCTURES

INERTY CASES

INSURANCE ROBOTS
MT MEMBERS OF HUMAN

INFARCTION
MT MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION

INFECTIONS
MT INFECTIOUS DISEASES

INFECTION DISEASES
MT INFECTIOUS DISEASES

INFECTIOUS DISEASES
A new case of autochthonous malaria in the Paris region associated with frequentation of airports - Recomendations of prophylactic procedures
The effect of infection with herpes simplex virus type 1 and 2 on cell DNA synthesis and thymidine kinase activities in cultured human cells

INFECTION
Some Bayesian inference procedures for use in
developing an impact acceleration injury prediction model

INFRARED INSTRUMENTS

INFRARED RADIATION

INFRARED DETECTORS

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION

INFORMATION THEORY

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

INFLATING

INFLATABLE DEVICES

INFLATABLE STRUCTURES

INFLATABLE ECT OPUS

INFLATABLE BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES

INFLATABLE RIGID BLADDER RESTRAINT SYSTEMS

INFLATABLE GAS BAGS

Design considerations for inflatable head/neck restraint systems

An inflatable restraint system --- for helicopter crash protection

An assessment of the RAE Type 'H' full pressure suit automatic head enclosure

Spine immobilization method and apparatus --- rigid bladder

WASA-CAS-ARC-1167-1

INFLATING

Development of a solid propellant inflation technique for the subcompact car passenger restraint system, phase 1

F-290328/A

INFORMATION DESSERATION

Pilot preflight briefing utilizing an interactive computer generated Voice Response System

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Communications management by the remote system --- An adaptive approach --- modeling of RAV autopilot/operator system

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

A preliminary investigation of aural input/output systems for in-flight information retrieval

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Refinement of a computer simulation model for evaluating display concepts --- Digital Avionics Information System

The role of cognitive switching in head-up displays --- to determine pilot ability to accurately extract information from either of two sources

INFORMATION THEORY

Petri nets as a modeling tool for discrete concurrent tasks of the human operator --- describing sequential and parallel demands on human operators

Development of information theory concepts and equations for human mental processing

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION

U DATA TRANSMISSION

INFRARED DEVICES

INFRARED STRUCTURES

MT AIR BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES

MT GAS BAGS

Design considerations for inflatable head/neck restraint systems

INFRARED SPECTRA

Human and infrared investigations of the nature of intracellular water

[AD-A067254]
INSENSITIVITY

INSENSITIVITY

INSTRUMENT APPROACH

INSTRUCTIONS

INSERTION

INSTRUMENT LANDING RULES

INSULIN

INSTRUMENTAL

INTELLIGENCE

INTEGRATION (REAL VARIABLES)

INTEGRATED OPTICS

INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATIONS

INTEGRATED PROCESSES

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATIONS

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

INTO X

INTELLIGIBILITY

INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS

INTERCOSMOS SATELLITES

INTERFACES

INTERMOL EULAR FORCES

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

International cooperation of nations

Communication problems on international communications

[IEEE paper 79-A-23]

International cooperation of nations

International cooperation of nations

[IEEE paper 79-A-23]
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The European life sciences experiments onboard the first Spacelab mission

The European life sciences experiments onboard the first Spacelab mission

Low tryptophan diet decreases brain serotonin and alters response to apomorphine

The Canadian Forces Life Quality Improvement Programme

Biological specimen holding facilities for Spacelab experiments

Biological specimen holding facilities for Spacelab experiments

Analysis of population mortality kinetics with application to the longevity followup of the Navy's 41,000 aviators

The dependence of the CO2 removal efficiency of LIOR on humidity and mesh size --- in spacecraft life support systems

The European life sciences experiments onboard the first Spacelab mission

Space Biology, May 29-June 10, 1978, and Symposium on Gravitational Physiology, Innsbruck, Austria, June 2, 3, 1978

The tilt illusion - Length and luminance changes of induction line and third/tilting/line

The tilt illusion - Length and luminance changes of induction line and third/tilting/line

The tilt illusion - Length and luminance changes of induction line and third/tilting/line

The Spacelab flight unit environmental control/life support system

The Spacelab flight unit environmental control/life support system

The Spacelab flight unit environmental control/life support system

The Spacelab flight unit environmental control/life support system
The influence of rapid prism adaptation upon fixation disparity ...

Light adaptation in a normal and a rod monochromat - Psychophysical and VEP increment threshold comparisons...

Effect of adaptation level on certain visual functions in man

Restoration of color perception after deadaptering flashes

Influence of light adaptation on dark adaptation time for pattern recognition tasks...

LIGHT AIRBORNE MULTIPURPOSE SYSTEM
Human factor engineering test and evaluation of the US Navy LAMPS helicopter system

LIGHT BEAMS
Moving phase transitions in laser-irradiated biological tissue

Mechanisms of retinal damage from chronic laser radiation: Thresholds and mechanisms

LIGHT DURATION U PULSE DURATION
LIGHT EMISSION
MT CHEMILUMINESCENCE
MT FLUORESCENCE
LIGHT EMITTING DIODES
Human factors considerations in the design and evaluation of a helmet mounted display using a light emitting diode matrix

No harmful effects through infrared light emitting diodes

LIGHT INTENSITY U LUMINOUS INTENSITY
LIGHT MODULATION
Contributions of the retina and of the eye optical system to the modulation lowering of the aerial image

LIGHT PROBES U LIGHT BEAMS
LIGHT SCATTERING
Accuracy of RGD approximation for computing light scattering properties of diffusing and motile bacteria - Rayleigh-Gans-Debye

LIGHT TRANSMISSION
LT LIGHT SCATTERING
Measurements in the laser irradiated eye

LIGHTING
UNITY ILLUMINATING
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Light and color on a manned spacecraft

A decision model test applied to alcohol effects on driver signal light behavior

LIMITATIONS

LIGHT BEAMS (ANATOMY)

MT LIGHT BEAMS

NT SUNLIGHT

Origin of neuron responses of the superior colliculus to light flashes

Thermally induced retina injury due to high doses of optical radiation

The physiological significance of light for human beings

A study of the effects of six light conditions on caloric induced nystagmus

LIGHT ABSORPTION

LIGHT EMISSION

LIGHT MODULATION

LIGHT PROBES

LIGHT SCATTERING

LIGHT TRANSMISSION

LIGHTING

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

LIMITATIONS
LINE SHAPE

The relationship between the apparent vertical and the vertical horopter — visual perception of luminous line

The tilt illusion — length and luminance changes of induction line and third /disinhibiting/ line

LINEAR EQUATIONS

The human operator in the control system: Linear models -- Granian book

LINEAR PREDICTION

Linear modelling of attentional resource allocation

Modelling the human operator of slowly responding systems using linear models

LINEAR SYSTEMS

Detection of coloured stimuli by independent linear systems

LIPID METABOLISM

Effects of exercise, vitamin E, and ozone on pulmonary function and lipid peroxidation

Energetic aspects of adaptation -- Russian book on metabolic responses to stress

Semen-induced evolution in the primitive cell

COSMOS 936, experiment K204: The effects of space flight on some liver enzymes concerned with carbohydrate and lipid metabolism in the rat

Changes in amount and composition of phospholipids in rat skeletal muscle microsomal fraction under the influence of a flight aboard the Kosmos-690 biosatellite

Sterols bound with blood plasma proteins and erythrocyte membranes during hypokinesia

Effects on lipid metabolism in man of some factors that simulate space flight conditions

LIPIDS

AT LIPOPROTEINS

Temperature-dependent morphological changes in membranes of bacillus stearothermophilus

A biochemical study of the Abu Dhabi algal mats -- a simplified ecosystem

Squalene, phytanes and other isoprenoids as major neutral lipids of methane- and thermophilic 'archaeabacteria'

The effects of ozone on human erythrocytes and phospholipid vesicles

Blood lipid changes in hypoxic rats

Study of model membrane fusion using correlation spectroscopy -- lipid bilayer phase transition in cell membranes

LIPID PROTEINS

Effect of brief head-down position on parameters of carbohydrate metabolism and beta lipoprotein content of blood

LIPID COOLING

Development of integrated tubing fabric for liquid conditioning undergarments

LIPID CRYSTALS

Liquid crystal developments for medicine
The influence of low frequency vibration on pilot performance measured in a fixed base simulator.

- Low frequency response of cardiovascular regulation in canines to sinusoidal acceleration at frequencies below 1 Hz (basis for biodynamic modeling)

- Low gravity
  - Reduced gravity

- Low pressure
  - Combined effect of hyperoxia, low pressure and exercise on the rate of methylketone excretion from the human body

- Low temperature
  - Effects of low temperature on in vivo and in vitro protein synthesis in Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas fluorescens

- Low temperature environments
  - The effects of temperature, salinity, and other factors on the growth and formation of UV-absorbing substances by the fungus Aspergillus

- Lower atmosphere
  - The effects of prediction, quickening, frequency separation, and percent of pursuit in perspective displays for low-visibility landing

- Lunar atmosphere
  - The tilt illusion - length and luminance changes of induction line and third disinhibiting line

- Lunar region
  - The effect of thermal stimulation of the skin Qa activity of lateral cutaneous intemeurons of lumbar segments

- Lunar terrain
  - The effects of prediction, quickening, frequency separation, and percent of pursuit in perspective displays for low-visibility landing

- Lumiencence
  - Mt cretulominescence
  - Mt florescence

- Luminous intensity
  - Luminous intensity
  - Luminous flux density

- Luminous intensity
  - Mt luminescence

- Human factors design criteria for transilluminated displays

- Lunar scattering
  - Diffuse radiation

- Lunar soil
  - The origin of life on earth - Recent studies

- Lunar morphology
  - Growth of pulmonary circulation in normal pig - Structural analysis and cardiopulmonary function
  - Changes in lung volume, lung density, and distribution of ventilation during hypobaric decompression
Radiographic comparison of human lung shape during normal gravity and weightlessness

The comparative study of metabolism changes dynamics during hypoxia and hyperoxia in mice lungs

Monitoring the state of the human airways by analysis of respiratory sound

Improved measurements of shear modulus and pleural membrane tension of the lung

Distribution of regional volumes and ventilation in excised canine lobes

A revised model of gas transport in human lungs

Distribution of regional volumes and ventilation in excised canine lobes

Theoretical foundations of cardiovascular processes --- Book

The theory of the magnetocardiogram

Biological effects of a magnetic field

Effects of intermittent magnetic field on activity in man at high altitude

The holographic Pancake Window --- magnifier for flight simulation display

Habitable zones about main sequence stars
MAINTAINABILITY
Test evaluation of space station ECS55 maintenance concepts --- Environmental Control and Life Support System
[ASME PAPR 78-ENAS-43] p0009 A79-12589

MAINTENANCE
NT AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
NT SPACE MAINTENANCE
MALES
Prophylactic effects of intermittent acceleration against physiological deconditioning in simulated weightlessness
p029 A79-41712
A comparison of the physiological responses in young men and women to heat and cold stress
[AD-806102A] p0155 N79-19679
Masculinity, femininity, androgyny. What really works at work
[AD-A861177] p0156 N79-19683

MANNELS
CT CHIMPANZEES
CT DOGS
CT CATS
CT HUMAN BEINGS
CT MONKEYS
CT PRIMATES
CT MONKEYS
CT BATS
CT WHALES

Effect of ultrasonic irradiation on mammalian cells and chromosomes in vitro
p0134 A79-27329
The visual cortex of normal and deprived monkeys
p0296 A79-51174
Reactions of methamidophos with mammalian cholinesterases
[AD-80588347] p0051 N79-12698
Principal results of experiment with mammals onboard the Kosmos-782 biosatellite
p0073 N79-14726
Mechanics of mammalian lung
p0247 N79-27804

MAMMARY GLANDS
Auto radiographic enhancement of mammograms
p0227 A79-40773

MAN
U HUMAN BEINGS

MAN ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS
Translations on USSR science and technology: Biomedical and behavioral sciences, no. 57
[1985-72808] p0121 N79-17526
Environment monitoring in the USSR and hygienic practice --- anthropogenic effects
p0121 N79-17528
Shallit Perceptual Organization and Reduction Questionnaire (SPQR): Report 2: Characteristics and reliability
[FDA-C-55031-H6] p0309 N79-32836

MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS
Evolution of the man-machine interface in surveillance radar systems
p0001 A79-10332
False hypothesis and the pilot --- aircraft accidents due to decision making errors
[SAE PAPER 780528] p0001 A79-10339
Piloted aircraft simulation - Advantages, disadvantages, and practical problems
p0001 A79-10407
Modeling and analysis using SAINT - A combined discrete/continuous network simulation language
--- Systems analysis of Integrated Network of Tasks for RPV
p0004 A79-11680
Human factors design criteria for transilluminated displays
p0036 A79-13187
Seating, console and workplace design - Seated operator reach profiles
p0036 A79-13188
Seating, console, and workplace design - Integration of literature and accommodation model
p0036 A79-13189
Contrast enhancement using local area brightness and gain control --- of airborne CRT display
p0037 A79-13199
Synthetic aperture radar operator tactical target acquisition research
p0037 A79-13202

Target acquisition is realistic terrain
p0037 A79-13203
Investigation of arrangement of multipurpose displays and use of tailored control logic in a fighter aircraft cockpit
p0038 A79-13205
The event related cortical potential as an index of task workload
p0038 A79-13208
Task taxonomy - Two ignored issues --- criteria for task evaluation with respect to empirical data
p0039 A79-13212
Multi function keyboard configurations for single-seat, air-to-ground fighter cockpits
p0039 A79-13213
Task functional demands as factors in dual-task performance
p0039 A79-13214
NASA flight management research
p0040 A79-13218
Coordinated crew performance in commercial aircraft operations
p0040 A79-13219
The assessment of rotary wing aviator precision performance during extended helicopter flights
p0040 A79-13221
Development of automated performance measures for introductory air combat maneuvers
p0040 A79-13223
Experimental designs for investigating complex human operator/machine systems
p0040 A79-13225
Communications management by the remote operator - An adaptive approach --- modeling of RPV autopilot/operator systems
p0041 A79-13226
Experimental and psychological investigations in aviation and astronautics --- Russian book
p0041 A79-13398
Anthropology in Spacelab - Control and display system in Spacelab
[DGLR PAPER 78-151] p0042 A79-14987
Increasing pilot's performance capacity during flight through use of a control element serving as information carrier
[DGLR PAPER 78-152] p0042 A79-14997
Human factors considerations in establishing aircraft collision avoidance system alert thresholds
p0045 A79-14538
Adaptive supervisory control of remote manipulation
p0046 A79-14987
Light weight solid state helmet symbol display and position system
p0046 A79-15177
Computer-graphics design for human performance
[AD-8055132] p0046 A79-15399
Man-machine reliability - A practical engineering tool
p0047 A79-15400
The man-computer division of tasks in the case of the control of complex technical systems --- applied to aircraft
p0047 A79-17683
p0062 A79-18201
System operability - Concept and measurement in test and evaluation --- man system compatibility indices in F-19 aircraft example
p0062 A79-18204
Perception of graphic displays of space
p0062 A79-18205
Pilot performance during flight simulation with peripherally presented visual signals
p0063 A79-18213
Man/terminal interaction evaluation of computer operating system command and control service concepts --- in Spacelab
p0068 A79-18222
On the relationship between pilot rating and pilot dynamics. I - An experimental approach
p0066 A79-18487
On the relationship between pilot rating and pilot dynamics. II - An analytical approach
p0066 A79-18495
Human engineering study of information processing applicable to helmet-mounted displays
p0068 A79-18998
Collision avoidance response stereotypes in pilots and nonpilots

Line criteria in target acquisition with television
--- visibility of target image on TV screen
[80-9085] p0068 A79-19985

Speed and load stress as determinants of performance in a time sharing task
[80-9097] p0068 A79-19997

Visual target acquisition and ocular scanning performance
[80-9099] p0068 A79-19999

The effects of participatory node and task workload on the detection of dynamic system failures
[80-9100] p0059 A79-19990

Engineering-psychological study of information imaging systems --- manual control of spaceship docking
[80-9101] p0059 A79-21004

The next decade - Development, training, supervision
[80-9102] p0059 A79-21054

Digital man-machine control systems - The effects of preview lag
[80-9104] p0111 A79-26149

The human operator in the control system: Linear models --- German book
[80-9105] p0132 A79-26356

Kalman parametric model for the detection of signals observed by a human operator on a CRT screen on a noise background --- cathode-ray tube
[80-9106] p0159 A79-28655

An algorithm to uncertain critical regions of human tracking ability
[80-9107] p0163 A79-30218

A model of human decisionmaking in fault diagnosis tasks that include feedback and redundancy
[80-9108] p0163 A79-30222

A comparison of control modes for time-delayed remote manipulation
[80-9109] p0163 A79-30223

Evaluation of models describing human operator control of slowly responding complex systems --- Thesis
[80-9109] p0167 A79-31494

Pilot preflight briefing utilizing an interactive computer generated Voice Response System
[80-9110] p0167 A79-31897

Application of computer animation for dynamic display in complex energy systems --- for human operator performance improvement
[80-9111] p0186 A79-34172

Advanced teleoperators --- remote manipulation system
[80-9112] p0187 A79-34982

Robotic vision --- process control applications
[80-9113] p0187 A79-34988

Construction in space - Toward a fresh definition of the man-machine relation
[80-9114] p0187 A79-34995

Computerized clinical electroencephalography in perspective
[80-9115] p0226 A79-40648

The effect of increased monitoring load on vigilance performance using a simulated radar display
[80-9116] p0236 A79-40674

Attempt to describe a class of man-machine dialogue systems based on a natural language
[80-9117] p0251 A79-40557

A structural model of the adaptive human pilot [NASA-79-1784]
[80-9118] p0252 A79-54111

Ejection problems and injuries - Their causes, effects and treatments, and suggestions for preventive measures
[80-9119] p0267 A79-07338

Computer augmented manual control of remote manipulators
[80-9120] p0269 A79-08019

An operator-aiding manipulator control system
[80-9121] p0269 A79-08020

Helicopter commands at the touch of a hand [NASA-CR-15879]
[80-9122] p0270 A79-09066

Computer aided control of a mechanical arm
[80-9123] p0275 A79-50334

Man and automation --- for human-automated pilot interfaces
[80-9124] p0275 A79-50372

Man and machine design for space flight
[80-9125] p0300 A79-52696

Thoughts about man-machine interrelations in space flights taught to Spacelab mission [TAP PAPER 79-95]
[80-9126] p0302 A79-55295

Development of techniques to enhance man/machine communication
[80-9127] p0302 A79-11730

Anthropometry source book. Volume 1: Anthropometry for designers
[80-9128] p0302 A79-11734

Statistical considerations in man-machine designs
[80-9129] p0303 A79-11798

A critically annotated bibliography of the literature on human factors in computer systems
[80-9130] p0052 A79-12707

The 14th Annual Conference on Manual Control --- digital simulation of human operator dynamics
[80-9131] p0086 A79-15588

Modeling the human as a controller in a multitask environment
[80-9132] p0087 A79-15595

Closed loop models for analyzing the effects of simulator characteristics --- digital simulation of human operators
[80-9133] p0087 A79-15598

Prospects of a mathematical theory of human behavior in complex man-machine system tasks --- time sharing computer analogy of automobile driving
[80-9134] p0088 A79-15599

Human operator identification model and related computer programs
[80-9135] p0112 A79-16551

Earth orbital teleoperator systems evaluation
[80-9136] p0112 A79-16552

Optimization of pilot capability and avionics system design
[80-9137] p0113 A79-16560

Optimization of pilot capability and avionics system design, introduction
[80-9138] p0113 A79-16561

Systems design
[80-9139] p0114 A79-16563

The Helicopter
[80-9140] p0114 A79-16568

Proceedings, 13th Annual Conference on Manual Control
[80-9141] p0114 A79-17475

The effects of deviate internal representations in the optimal model of the human operator
[80-9142] p0114 A79-17477

A dual-loop model of the human controller
[80-9143] p0115 A79-17480

An approach to the multi-axis problem in manual control --- optimal pilot model
[80-9144] p0115 A79-17482

The application of integral performance criteria to the analysis of discrete maneuvers in a driving simulator
[80-9145] p0115 A79-17488

A control theoretic model of driver steering behavior
[80-9146] p0116 A79-17491

Modeling the human operator of slowly responding systems using linear models
[80-9147] p0117 A79-17492

A model of the human supervisor
[80-9148] p0117 A79-17495

Prosthetic EMG control enhancement through the application of man-machine principles
[80-9149] p0117 A79-17505

Prediction of pilot-aircraft stability boundaries and performance contours
[80-9150] p0118 A79-17507

Speech as a pilot input medium
[80-9151] p0119 A79-17519

The impact of a Learn-Forget-Learn (LFI) curve and learning curves on a system effectiveness model
[80-9152] p0124 A79-17550

Man-machine analysis of translation and work tasks of Skylab filers
[80-9153] p0146 A79-18592

Human factor engineering test and evaluation of the NS Navy LAMPS helicopter system
[80-9154] p0151 A79-19632

Modeling and analysis of man-machine interface information
[80-9155] p0178 A79-21772

A-120
A complex system for planning scientific medical research

Problem-oriented program approach to planning and management of medicine

The conception of the systems analytic approach to planning and organization of medical scientific research

Current status and prospects of continued refinement of planning and coordination of scientific medical research

Use of the systems analytic approach for organization and coordination of complex biomedical research

MANEUVERTABILITY

The application of integral performance criteria to the analysis of discrete maneuvers in a driving simulator

MANEUVERS

MT AIRCRAFT MANEUVERS

Car driving as a cybernetic task (T17-1979-6)

MANIPULATORS

MANIPULATORS

Adaptive control of a robotic manipulator

Control of robot manipulators from the modeling of their dynamics --- French thesis

Object-handling system for manual industry

Control systems for robots and manipulators --- Russian book

A comparison of control modes for time-delayed remote manipulation

Advanced teleoperators --- remote manipulation systems

The mechanical properties of manipulation systems

Computer augmented manual control of remote manipulators

An operator-aiding manipulator control system

Computer aided control of a mechanical arm

Seal-directed mechanics of controlled manipulators --- Russian book

Event-driven displays for manipulator control

Manned simulations of the SIMAC IN SIMAC

The prototype-type joint assembly TACPAW (Triple Axis Common Pivot Arm Wrist), phase 2

Simple models for the shuttle remote manipulator system

Advanced industrial robot control systems

Multi-axis hand controller for the shuttle remote manipulator system

The development of a six degree-of-constraint robot performance evaluation test

Two measures of performance in a peg-in-hole manipulation task with force feedback

Terminal guidance sensor system

Compact artificial hand

Proximity-vision system for protolflight manipulator arms

Study of modeling and evaluation of remote manipulation tasks with force feedback

TRANSLATIONS ON USSR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY:

The role of cognitive switching in head-up displays

Analysis of visual estimation of system state from arbitrary displays

The role of cognitive switching in head-up displays --- to determine pilot ability to accurately extract information from either of two sources

Manpower planning

Management

Management planning

Translations on USSR science and technology:

Biomedical and behavioral sciences, no. 52 --- with emphasis on research management
MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Overall loudness of steady sounds according to theory and experiment (NASA-RP-1001) N79-25753
Some of the problems involved in planning biological experiments p0312 N79-33805

MATHEMATICAL MODELS

MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Various modeling approaches in biomechanics --- analog simulation of impact events p0005 A79-12407
Models for automated motor skills training --- computer controlled adaptive instruction p0335 A79-13182
A prediction model of arm push strength in the transverse plane p0037 A79-13195
Simulation and control of a human temperature regulation system p0041 A79-13613
The multiloop concept of the pilot work load as a basis of future experiments and studies (FORKA, TP. NO. 1976-10) p0085 A79-14795
Biped stability considerations with vestibular models p0066 A79-18287
Modeling the effect of axial bronchial tension on expiratory flow p0067 A79-18957
Regulation and efficiency of sweating in man /Mathematical modeling/ p0097 A79-20622
Modeling heat transfer through human skin subjected to high external temperatures p0102 A79-23782
Linearization and sensitivity analysis of model for human eye movements p0102 A79-23783
A theoretical model to estimate some ergonomic parameters from age, height and weight p0112 A79-26150
Technics of the regulation of the respiratory system in man p0160 A79-29258
Deductive derivation of a mathematical model for spectral sensitivity of the human organ of sight, I, II p0166 A79-31178
Evaluation of models describing human operator control of slowly responding complex systems --- thesis p0167 A79-31494
A simple analytical model for the selection of optical activity and of the most efficient catalysts in the course of molecular evolution p0204 A79-37957
The eccentric spheres model as the basis for a study of the role of geometry and inhomogeneities in electrocardiography p0226 A79-40649
Analysis of population mortality kinetics with application to the longevity followup of the Navy's '1,000 aviators' p0234 A79-43207
A structural model of the adaptive human pilot (ATAA 79-1784) p0252 A79-45411
Mathematical model of the respiration rhythm generation process p0254 A79-46268
Modeling human tracking performance in a high G-stress environment p0269 A79-48012
Fundamentals of electrical processes in the electrophysiology of the heart p0308 A79-53512
Basic biomechanics equations for cardiovascular flow p0304 A79-53534
A behavioral model of target acquisition in realistic terrain (AD-A056795) p0309 H79-10742
Density dependence of maximum expiratory flow p0505 N79-12691
Aerodynamic forces exerted on an articulated human body subjected to windblast (AD-A059023) p0505 N79-13688
Some recent results on the deposition of electromagnetic energy in animals and models of man...
cardiovascular control system models p0219 W70-25739
User's instructions for the whole-body algorithms p0219 W70-25735
The application of systems analysis and mathematical models to the study of erythropoiesis during space flight p0219 W70-25739
Tolerance of the neck to indirect impact [AD-A066971] W70-25749
A comparison of three models for determining test fairness [AD-A066586] W70-25751
The application of MINIQUASI to thermal program boundary and initial value problems [NASA-CR-160227] p0222 W70-25759
Mathematical models of skin burn induced by simulated postcrash fires in a shift in thermal protective clothing design and selection A-1066946 p0223 W70-25766
Refinement and validation of a mathematical model of the human torso p0287 W70-27841
A stochastic model of muscle fatigue in frequent strenuous work cycles p0261 W70-27899
Simulation of head and neck response to G sub x and G sub z impacts p0285 W70-31908
A three dimensional discrete element dynamic model of the spine, head and torso p0285 W70-31910
Mathematical modeling of arterial oxygen saturation and eye-level blood pressure during G sub x and G sub z stress p0286 W70-31916
A head injury model p0286 W70-31918
The use of mathematical modeling in crashworthy helicopter seating systems p0287 W70-31923
Estimation of rate constants in the Michaelis-Menten model [AD-A070360] p0307 W70-32824
A theoretical and experimental analysis of the outside world perception process [NRL-MP-7802-0] p0305 W70-32835
Analytical modelling of load-deflection behavior of intervertebral discs subjected to axial compression [AD-A071019] p0316 W70-33830
A general model for the transfer of vapour through clothed skin from liquid on and in clothing [AD-A071577] p0319 W70-33853
MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING

MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING

ST DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING


STATISTICS (MATHEMATICS)

Observability of electrical heart activity studied with singular value decomposition [TI-78-E-81] p0146 W70-15854

MATRIX ANALYSIS

ST MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)

STABILITY

GROWTH

MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES

Estimation of the operating characteristics of items response categories, 3: The normal approach method and the Pearson system [AD-A056747] p0145 W70-15857

MCDONELL AIRCRAFT

ST F-4 AIRCRAFT

MCDONELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT

ST F-4 AIRCRAFT

ST F-18 AIRCRAFT

MEASUREMENT AND INTEGRATION

ST WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS

Nonparametric measures of sensory efficiency for sustained monitoring tasks p0161 W70-29719
Physiological system integrations with emphasis on the respiratory-cardiovascular system [NASA-CR-160210] p0213 W70-26843
MEASURE THEORY

ST MEASURE AND INTEGRATION

MEDICAL ELECTRONICS

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

ST APPROACH INDICATORS

ST COUNTERS

ST DICHOTOMETERS

ST DROPMETERS

ST FLIP DETECTORS

ST FLOWMETERS

ST HOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS

ST INDICATING INSTRUMENTS

ST INFRARED INSTRUMENTS

ST LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETERS

ST MANOMETERS

ST MANOMETRES

ST MICROWAVE PROBES

ST VACUUM METER

ST OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

ST PHOTOGRAPHY

ST PHOTOMETERS

ST SATELLITE-BORNE INSTRUMENTS

ST STRAIN GAGES

ST TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Devices for synchronizing a digital measuring apparatus with biological signals p0160 W70-22921
Review of chest deflection measurement techniques and transducers [PN-28365A/2] p0051 W70-12702
Lightweight helmet-mounted eye movement measurement system p0090 W70-15819
Techniques of measurement p0247 W70-27850

MECHANICAL DEVICES

Development of an electrical energy converter for driving left heart assist blood pumps [PB-293510/A] p0261 W70-26800

MECHANICAL DRIVES

Visually estimating workpiece pose in a robot hand using the feature points method p0269 W70-48018

MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT

ST FORCE MEASUREMENT

ST PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

ST VELOCITY MEASUREMENT

ST VIBRATION MEASUREMENT

A quasi-linear control theory analysis of timesharing skills p0120 W70-17520

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

ST ELASTIC PROPERTIES

ST MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

ST SHEAR STRENGTH

ST THERMAL RESISTANCE

The mechanical properties of manipulation systems p0231 W70-20217
Mechanics of blood flow through normal and stenotic coronary arteries p0154 W70-19678

MECHANICAL SHOCK

Correlation of head injury with mechanical forces based on helical damage duplication p0287 W70-31920
The use of spinal analogue to compare human tolerance of repeated shocks with tolerance of vibration, part 1 p0288 W70-31926
The response of a realistic computer model for sitting humans to different types of shocks p0288 W70-31927

MEDICAL ELECTRONICS

The use of synchronous demodulation for the measurement of eye movements by means of an oculor magnetic search coil p0210 W70-39974
Microwave apexcardiography p0231 W70-41888
Skin-resistance measuring device with higher resolution p0252 W70-45476
The development of a digital video subtraction system for intravenous angiography [NASA-CE-151874] p0110 W70-15854
Hybridization of biomedical circuitry [NASA-CR-151874] p0111 W70-16583
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

[NT ARTIFICIAL HEART VALVES]
[NT BLOOD PUMPS]
[NT ENDOSCOPES]
[NT PROSTHETIC DEVICES]
[NT RESPIRATORS]

Medical technology transfer

Noninvasive cardiovascular measurements -- Book

Biocompatible materials, volume 2. A bibliography

with abstracts

[NTS-75/1065/5]

Assessing the efficacy and safety of medical technologies

[PR-286929/5]

Development of an electrical energy converter for circulatory device

[PR-286738/6]

Microprocessor: Based prosthetic control

[PR-286552/4]

Apparatus for endoscopic examination

[TWO-MPI-PR-6]

General activities related to medical research

[SKY-CASE-ARC-11167-1]

Signal processing in ultrasound --- For diagnostic medicine

Translational studies on USSR science and technology.

Biomedical and behavioral science, no. 54

[PR-72650]

A complex system for planning scientific medical research

[PR-287031/6]

Problem-oriented program approach to planning and management of medicine

[PR-287031/6]

The conception of the systems analytic approach to planning and organization of medical scientific research

[PR-287031/6]

Current status and prospects of continued refinement of planning and coordination of scientific medical research

[PR-287031/6]

The systems analytic approach to the problems of classification of scientific medical research

[PR-287032/6]

Crawford and Lavoisier on the method of development and place of formation of body heat

[PR-287032/6]

Regional program for acquisition of medical experiences

[PR-287032/6]

Translations on USSR science and technology: Biomedical and behavioral sciences, no. 54

[PR-72651]

Technical evaluation report on the aerospace medical panel London Specialists' Meeting, fall 1977 --- Disease prevention, flight fitness, and findings in cardiology and pulmonary function

[AGARD-AE-131]

Prospective medicine opportunities in aerospace medicine

[S-287033/6]

Specific findings in cardiology and pulmonary function with special emphasis on assessment criteria for flying
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MILITARY OPERATIONS


MILITARY OPERATIONS

NT COMBAT: medical qualification procedures for hazardous-duty aeromedical research p0026 W79-11695

A prospective medicine approach to the problem of ischemic vascular disease in the OPAF p0027 W79-11697

Last and anterior in the cold regions, part I [AD-A063752] p0178 W79-21771

Physiological effects of a military training program on sales and females [AD-A062936] p0220 W79-25744

MILITARY PSYCHOLOGY

U MILITARY PSYCHOLOGY

Psychois in air force flight personnel during the last 25 years p0103 W79-23957

Investigation of psychological compatibility of crew members of multisite aircraft p0166 W79-31165

MILITARY TECHNOLOGY

U.S. Navy development of an on-board oxygen generation [OBOG] system p0183 W79-33634

Test and evaluation in the acquisition process - A look at the PLIT goggle p0184 W79-33642

Test and evaluation process for life support systems p0184 W79-33643

MILLIMETER WAVES

Millimeter wave and far infrared absorption in biological systems p0082 W79-15554

Effect of radio waves of a millimeter frequency range on the body of man and animals p0172 W79-20735

MINERAL METABOLISM

Studies on the erythros and the ferrokinetic responses in beagles adapted to hypergravity p0010 W79-12869

Effect of sodium and calcium ingestion on thermoregulation during exercise in man p0163 W79-30624

MINERALS

MT BARIUM

MT KULINE

MT MACROFILMITE

MINIATURE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

The use of hybrid integrated circuit techniques in biotelemetry applications p0131 W79-26145

MINIMIZATION

U OPTIMIZATION

RIMERS

MT ROTATING RANGES

MISSILE DETECTION

MT RADAR DETECTION

MISSILE RANGES

Minitrans missile crew fatigue and 24-hour alerts p0056 W79-13696

MISSILE STABILIZATION

U STABILIZATION

MISSILES

MT AIR TO AIR MISSILES

MISSION PLANNING

Life sciences experiments in the first Spacelab mission [ASME PAPER 78-ENAS-26] p0008 W79-12575

Life sciences experiments mission development test program [ASME PAPER 78-ENAS-36] p0008 W79-12583

Study of crew task loading on the C-141 aircraft [AD-A057146] p0034 W79-11746

MISSOURI

Effect of phosphorus supply on algal biomass in a turbid Missouri Reservoir [PB-293103/0] p0243 W79-27816

MITOCHONDRIA

A study of axonal degeneration in the optic nerves of aging mice p0005 W79-12123

Effect of physical conditioning on cardiac mitochondrial function p0005 W79-12123

SUBJECT INDEX

The effect of plasmoidal slime on the metabolism of haploid cells of Physarum flaviocux and the respiration of isolated mitochondria p0068 W79-18966

Tisular respiration of the brain after exposure of rats to hypertonic helium and oxygen mixtures at atmospheric and elevated pressures p0105 W79-24513

Molecular determinants for the prediction and survival of ischemic anoxic stress pathology p0027 W79-11700

Dependence of the functional activity of liver mitochondria on microwave radiation - oxidative phosphorylation p0075 W79-14791

State of process of oxidation phosphorylation of liver mitochondria on exposure to an electric field p0075 W79-14782

RITOSIS

Senescent changes in the ribosomes of animal cells in vivo and in vitro p0134 W79-27226

MODES

U MODE RESPONSE

MODELS

MT ANALOG SIMULATION

MT ATOMIC SIMULATION

MT ATOMIC MODELS

MT DIGITAL SIMULATION

MT CLASSICAL MODELS

MT ENVIRONMENT MODELS

MT MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Survey of human operator modeling techniques for measurement applications [AD-A056561] p0082 W79-15558


Performance evaluation of test dummies with flesh parts produced with substitute foaming compounds [PB-289951/6] p0179 W79-21776


Combined discrete network-continuous control modeling of man-machine systems p0260 W79-28879

MODERATION (ENERGY ABSORPTION)

MT THERMALIZATION (ENERGY ABSORPTION)

MODIFICATION

U REVISIONS

MODULATION

MT AMPLITUDE MODULATION

MT FREQUENCY MODULATION

MT LIGHT MODULATION

MODELS

MT SERVICE MODELS

MT SPACECRAFT MODELS

MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

A quasi-linear control theory analysis of time-sharing skills p0120 W79-17520

MOISTURE

MT SOIL MOISTURE

MOISTURE CONTENT

Human skin wetness and evaporative efficiency of sweating p0162 W79-27926

Determination of bound water in biological materials from dielectric measurements p0082 W79-15557

Interfacial and intracellular water: Expected anomalies in dielectric properties p0082 W79-15558

MOIL (ORBITAL LABORATORIES)

U MANED ORBITAL LABORATORIES

A-130
Motion Aftereffects

Graphic display of human motion [AD-0064324] p0190 N79-22763
Helmet weight simulator [NASA-CASE-LAR-12320-1] p0223 N79-25761

Motion Aftereffects

Space sled - A multipurpose apparatus for vestibular research aboard Spacelab [DGLR PAPER 78-152] p0042 N79-14083

Effects of target motion and image on AAA tracking --- Anti-aircraft artillery p0046 N79-14969

Motion Equations

U Equations of Motion

Motion Perception

Factors controlling the competing sensations produced by a bistable stroboscopic motion display p0108 N79-24067
Hyper-resolution in human perception of movement in visual displays p0132 N79-26240

Optokinetio motion sickness - Attenuation of visually-induced apparent self-rotation by passive head movements p0135 N79-27558

Unidirectional increase in threshold for image shifts during saccadic eye movements p0139 N79-28198

Smooth pursuit eye movements - Is perceived motion necessary p0139 N79-28375

Changes in apparent body orientation and sensory localization induced by vibration of postural muscles - Vibratory synesthetic illusions p0163 N79-30653

Perception of continuity in stroboscopic motion - A temporal frequency analysis p0186 N79-34375

The interpretation of visual motion --- Book p0196 N79-34424

The visual perception of motion in depth p0210 N79-39087

The role of perceived motion in smooth pursuit eye movements p0225 N79-40184

The effect of expectations on slow oculomotor control. I - Periodic target steps. II - Single target displacements p0225 N79-40185

Form information is necessary for the perception of motion p0232 N79-42235

Direction-selective adaptation with very slow motion p0265 N79-47118

Mutual repulsion between moving visual targets p0275 N79-50474

Motion and vision. I - Stabilized images of stationary gratings p0278 N79-50986

Visual motion perception by intelligent systems p0300 N79-52691

A theoretical and experimental analysis of the outside world perception process p0001 N79-15525

Perceptual factors involved in performance of air traffic controllers using a microwave landing system p0092 N79-15620

Use of the optimal control model in the design of motion cue experiments p0118 N79-17510

A model for the pilot's use of motion cues in roll-axis tracking tasks p0118 N79-17512

Motion cue effects on human piloting dynamics in manual control p0119 N79-17514

Motion cue models for pilot-vehicle analysis [AD-0064377] p0125 N79-17564

Motion Sickness


Voluntary movement control and adaptation to cross-coupled stimulation --- motion sickness avoidance p0099 N79-12860

Motion sickness susceptibility - A retrospective comparison of laboratory tests p0100 N79-12861

Optokinetic motion sickness - Attenuation of visually-induced apparent self-rotation by passive head movements p0135 N79-27558

Rotation at 30 rpm about the Z axis after 6 hours in the 10-deg head-down position - Effect on susceptibility to motion sickness p0165 N79-30662

Motion sickness in cats - A symptom rating scale used in laboratory and flight tests p0202 N79-37711

Gx tolerance correlation with clinical parameters p0210 N79-38213

Estimated body rotation as a predictor of motion sickness susceptibility p0297 N79-45990

Third Symposium on Motion Sickness p0313 N79-33914

Motion Sickness Drugs

Prevention and treatment of space sickness in Shuttle-Orbiter missions p0128 N79-24639

Motion sickness in cats - A symptom rating scale used in laboratory and flight tests p0202 N79-37711

Motion Simulators

Application of control theory to the investigation of roll motion effects on pilot control behavior [AD-0054921] p0006 N79-14972

The relationship between flight simulator motion and training requirements p0267 N79-47766

A method motion simulator design based on modeling characteristics of the human operator p0091 N79-15623

Investigation of nonlinear motion simulator washout schemes p0091 N79-15624

The effect of a visual/motion display mismatch in a single axis compensatory tracking task p0118 N79-17511

The driving simulator developed by the Institute for Perception TMO. A validation study in straight road driving [ISP-1978-16-FR-1] p0145 N79-18588

Motion Stability

Wt AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
Wt AIRCRAFT STABILITY
Wt FLIGHT STABILITY
Wt FLYING STABILITY
Wt HOVERING STABILITY

Selecting the program of motions for a biped walking machine p0166 N79-31490

Stabilization of a biped walking machine with incomplete information on its phase coordinates p0273 N79-48979

Roll tracking effects of G-vector tilt and various types of motion washout p0091 N79-15622

Motor Systems (Biology)

Wt HypoNeural Motor Systems

Motor Vehicles

Wt AUTOMOBILES
Wt TRACTORS
Wt TRUCKS

The driving simulator developed by the Institute for Perception TMO. A validation study in straight road driving [ISP-1978-16-FR-1] p0105 N79-16588

Impact tests on crash helmets for motorcyclists [AD-0059566] p0197 N79-24655

Mountain Inhabitants

Investigation of the content of hemoglobin and its fractions in permanent inhabitants of the Tien Shan and Pamir p0188 N79-35124

Oxygen affinity of blood in altitude Sherpas p0268 N79-47854

Movement

U Motion

Motion Target Indicators

Line criterion in target acquisition with television visibility of target image on TV screen p0068 N79-18897

Visual cues in manual tracking of simulated targets p0103 N79-23792

Estimation of aircraft target motion using pattern recognition orientation measurements p0177 N79-21764
The inertial properties of the body and its segments during exercise and electrical stimulation.

Recovery of skeletal muscle after 300 days of hindlimb immobilization in rats.

Mechanics for the regulation of human posture during movements of the foot.

Characteristics of somatic and autonomic regulation during work of small muscle groups as a function of loading regime.

Effect of hypoxia on mechanical properties of hypertrophic rat papillary muscle.

The effect of microwave fields on muscle oxygen pressure and temperature in animals previously adapted to hypoxia.

Development of adaptation to hypoxia on rat and its readaptability to ambulatory life.

Nonshivering thermogenesis in normal and dystrophic muscle.

Changes in properties of rat femur as a result of immobilization in rats flown aboard the biosatellite Cosmos 782.

The pulmonary circulation: Studies on alveolar hypoxia and vascular smooth muscle metabolism.

Recruitment and discharge properties of motor units in human brachial biceps and adductor pollicis during isometric contractions.

Multifunctional transducer.

Human muscular strength.

A prediction model of arm push strength in the transverse plane.

Biomechanical properties of muscles and the efficiency of movement.

Human muscular strength.

Instrumentation and techniques for the measurement of muscular strength and endurance in the human body.

Isotonic strength testing in selecting workers for strenuous jobs.

Muscle fatigue:
- A simple technique for evaluation of vitality loss in aging mice, by testing their muscular coordination and vigor.
- Frequency and amplitude analysis of the EMG during exercise on the bicycle ergometer.
- Electrophysiological correlates of local muscular fatigue effects upon human visual reaction time.
- Operator performance and localized muscle fatigue in a simulated space vehicle control.
- A stochastic model of muscle fatigue in frequent strenuous work cycles.
- Effects of vestibular stimuli on the electrical activity of muscles.

Muscle function:
- Models for automated motor skills training -- computer controlled adaptive instruction.
- A composite view of task performance in hot environments.
- Special tests for astronaut selection -- muscular exercise test.
- Temperature effect of muscular work in the white rat during hypoxia.
Tissue blood clotting factors of vascular walls and myocardium during hypokinesia

Oxygen delivery in the hypoxic perfused heart: Relation to functional and metabolic changes

Voltage delivery in the hypoxic perfused heart: Relation to functional and metabolic changes

Tissue oxygen delivery in the hypoxic perfused heart: Relation to functional and metabolic changes

Voltage delivery in the hypoxic perfused heart: Relation to functional and metabolic changes
A discrete parameter model of the head and neck with neuromuscular feedback

Neuromuscular transmission

Stereoradiological ultrastructural analysis of the cranial nerves in the neouramous system of rats after a flight on biospatnik 782

A simple technique for evaluation of vitality loss in aging mice, by testing their muscular coordination and vigor

Directional errors of movements and their correction in a discrete tracking task --- pilot reaction time and sensorimotor performance
Effects of oxides on nitrogen, Carbon monoxide and photochemical oxidants on the ECG during exercise and on cardio pulmonary function
[PB-291595/7] p017 p79-21763
NITROGEN TETROXIDE
Advanced life support equipment for nitrogen tetroxide environments
p0169 p79-20432
MOBILE GASES U RARE GASES
NOISE (SOUND)
N T AIRCRAFT NOISE
N T SONIC BOOMS
The influence of mechanical vibration and noise on the peripheral blood circulation at skin level [BAE-LID-TRANS-1980] p0084 p79-15578
Overall loudness of steady sounds according to theory and experiment [NASA-RP-1001] p79-25753
Two approaches to category representation in aural classification [AD-A066705] p79-25754
Classification of amplitude-modulated noise patterns with extended practice [AD-A066703] p0222 p79-25756
The loudness of tinnitus p0246 p79-27837
NOISE ATTENUATION
U NOISE REDUCTION
U NOISE ELIMINATION
U NOISE REDUCTION
NOISE GENERATORS
Monitoring the state of the human airways by analysis of respiratory sound [IAF PAPER 78-66] p0003 p79-11227
NOISE HAZARDS
U NOISE (SOUND)
NOISE INJURIES
NOISE INTENSITY
The effective acoustic environment of helicopter crewmen p0152 p79-19645
NOISE MEASUREMENT
Responses of teachers to aircraft noise p0103 p79-23881
Temporary threshold shift from transportation noise p0254 p79-46286
The loudness of tinnitus p0246 p79-27837
NOISE POLLUTION
Conjoint effect of physical stress and noise stress on information processing performance and cardiac response p0161 p79-29715
Temporary threshold shift from transportation noise p0254 p79-46286
Tentative evaluation of annoyance caused by noise from gunfire [ISEF 1978-21] p0310 p79-32843
NOISE REDUCTION
In-flight measures of stress reduction due to wearing expandable foam earplugs p0273 p79-49986
A trade-off analysis design tool: Aircraft interior noise-motion/passenger satisfaction model p0112 p79-16549
NOISE SUPPRESSES U NOISE REDUCTION
NOISE TOLERANCE
Startle reactions to simulated sonic booms - Influence of habituation, boom level and background noise p0097 p79-20502
Aircraft noise and its effect on man: Methods and results of research, consequences for environmental protection --- German book p0162 p79-29763
Sources of noise stress on flying personnel p0227 p79-41169
Effects of vibration and noise on some indices of efficiency of NI-4 helicopter crews...

Effects of dietary composition on nutritional state in rats during exposure to high altitude p0114 N79-27118


Orthomolecular enhancement of human development p0095 N79-15895

NT CALORIC REQUIREMENTS

NT VESTIBULAR NYSTAGMUS

NT VISUAL OBSERVATION

OBESITY

Obesity and flying fitness p0182 A79-33388

OBSERVATION

NT VISUAL OBSERVATION

OCEAN SURFACE

The application of remote sensors to a model for fish mapping [INPE-1379-PB-176] p0071 N79-14712

Minimum sea surface temperatures and associated survival times [AD-A070162] p0315 N79-33382

OCEANS

Human/computer control of Undersea Teleoperators p0089 N75-15612

OCULOGRAPHIC ILLUSIONS

Oculographic illusion in response to straight-ahead acceleration of a CF-104 aircraft p0164 A79-30660

OCULOMETERS

Flight management research utilizing an oculometer — pilot scanning behavior during simulated approach and landing p0001 A75-10389

OCULOMOTOR NERVES

Perceptual localization, feature identification and ocular motor factors in scanning a visual display p0064 A79-18210

Oculomotor factors in visual perceptual response efficiency p0209 A79-38361

The effect of expectations on slow oculomotor control. I — Periodic target steps. II — Single target displacements p0225 A79-40185

Quality of retinal image stabilization during small natural and artificial body rotations in man p0225 A79-40187

Texture contours can facilitate stereopsis by initiating vergence eye movements p0270 A79-48816

Forms of oculomotor activity under conditions of positive visual feedback p0276 A79-50657

ON-LINE PROGRAMMING

Biomedical data validation through an on-line computer system [PB-28529/9] p0057 N79-13700
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SUBJECT INDEX

Adaptive supervisory control of remote manipulation p0040 A79-12225
Computer-graphics design for human performance p0086 A79-14997
[AD-A055312]
Man-machine reliability - A practical engineering tool p007 A79-15400

Cross-validation of regression equations to predict performance in a pursuit tracking task p0046 A79-18222
Man/terminal interaction evaluation of computer operating system command and control service concepts --- in Spacelab p0064 A79-14224
Target-terrain classification and detection performance --- to assess aerial photos for tanks p0065 A79-18225
Line criteria in target acquisition with television --- visibility of target image on TV screen p0068 A79-18997
Speed and load stress as determinants of performance in a time sharing task p0068 A79-18999
Visual target acquisition and ocular scanning performance p0069 A79-19000
Morbidly experience of air traffic control personal - 1967-77 p101 A79-23466
Army Aviation Training - Research now and then [SAP PAPER 7810088] p0110 A79-25890
Digital man-machine control systems - The effects of preview lag p0111 A79-26149
The human operator in the control system: Linear models --- German book p012 A79-26356
Nonparametric model for the detection of signals observed by a human operator on a CRT screen on a noise background --- cathode-ray tube p0159 A79-28555
Functional changes in the cardiovascular system of machine-tool operators under physical and neurologically stressful loads p0160 A79-29270
Nonparametric measures of sensory efficiency for sustained monitoring tasks p0161 A79-29719
A model of human decisionmaking in fault diagnosis tasks that include feedback and redundancy p0163 A79-30222
A comparison of control modes for time-delayed remote manipulation p0163 A79-30223
Measurement and scaling of workload in complex performance p0164 A79-30659
Evaluation of models describing human operator control of slowly responding complex systems --- Thesis p0167 A79-31494
Application of computer animation for dynamic display in complex energy systems --- for human operator performance improvement p0186 A79-31712
A rationale for human operator pulse control behavior p0186 A79-35200
Separation of the effects of raised skin and core temperature on performance of a pursuit rotor task p023 A79-43208
Psychophysical assessment of angular vibration - Comparison of vertical and roll vibrations p023 A79-43206
Adaptive estimation schemes for minimizing uncertainty in manual control tasks p0269 A79-48013
Human operators in adversary tracking encounters p0269 A79-48015
An operator-aiding manipulator control system p0269 A79-48020
Survey of human operator modeling techniques for measurement applications [AD-A058327] p0058 A79-13713
A formal model of the adaptive and discrete control behaviors of human operators [AD-A059039] p0059 A79-13717

OPERATOR PERFORMANCE CONTD

Psychological aspects of the human-operator's activity while tracking [R&A-TRANS-1979] p0079 A79-14768
Information-handling capacity of a human operator in detection of signals against a noisy background p0081 A79-14989
The behavior of observers in detecting unbriefed targets at different aircraft speeds with side-looking radar [AD-A0659068] p0085 A79-15586
A study of the effect of forcing function characteristics on human operator dynamics in manual control p0086 A79-15590
Effects of uncertainty on manual tracking performance --- visual tasks p0086 A79-15592
Modeling the human as a controller in a multitask environment p0087 A79-15595
The internal model: A study of the relative contribution of proprioception and visual information to task performance in complex systems -- sensitivity of operators versus monitors to failures p0087 A79-15596
Closed loop models for analyzing the effects of simulator characteristics --- digital simulation of human operators p0087 A79-15598
Petri nets as a modeling tool for discrete concurrent tasks of the human operator - describing sequential and parallel demands on human operators p0088 A79-15600
Human operator identification model and related computer programs [NASA-CP-152277] p0112 A79-16551
The application of integral performance criteria to the analysis of discrete maneuvers in a driving simulator [US-GMR-2394] p0115 A79-17484
Multi-attribute subjective evaluations of manual tracking tasks vs. objective performance of the human operator p0115 A79-17486
A control theoretic model of driver steering behavior p0116 A79-17491
Modelling the human operator of slowly responding systems using linear models p0117 A79-17492
Driving steering dynamics measured in car simulator under a range of visibility and roadmaking conditions p0124 A79-17539
The impact of a Learn-Forget-Learn (LFL) curve and learning curves on a system effectiveness model [AD-A061622] p0124 A79-17550
An adaptive controller which displays human operator limitations for a fighter type aircraft p0177 A79-21767
Operator performance and localized muscle fatigue in a simulated space vehicle control p0177 A79-21767
Selective attention: The influences of subject sex and degree of prior habituation to the performance of an attention task with distraction p0224 A79-24653
Combined discrete network-continuous control modeling of man-machine systems p0260 A79-28076
Visual search performance during simulated radar observation with and without a sweepline [AD-A068020] p0281 A79-30938
The application of control theory to the investigation of roll motion effects on human operator performance p0286 A79-31931
Models of human operators in vision dependent tasks [NASA-CP-2103] p0317 A79-33838
A survey of Applied Psychological Services' models of the human operator p0317 A79-33839
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)

Visual performance modeling in the human operator simulator
A brief overview of the theory and application of the optimal control model of the human operator
Analysis of visual estimation of system state from arbitrary displays

OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)

A decision model applied to alcohol effects on driver signal light behavior
Combined monitoring, decision and control model for the human operator in a command and control desk
The impact of a Learn-Forget-Learn (LFL) curve and learning curves on a system effectiveness model
Development and utilization of internal models in dynamic systems: A comparison of monitors and operators as failure detectors
Effects on A-6E bombardier/navigator flight training with the introduction of device 2F14, A-6E weapon system trainer
The use of artificial signals during S04A watch

OPTICAL ACTIVITY

Sensory illusions - the ophthalmologist's point of view
The retinal resolving power measured by laser interference fringes

OPTICAL Absorption

U ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION
U LIGHT TRANSMISSION

A simple analogical model for the selection of optical activity and of the most efficient catalysts in the course of molecular evolution
Mirror symmetry breaking in biochemical evolution

OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING

NT SCENE ANALYSIS
NT OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
NT ENDOSCOPES
NT TELEVISION CAMERAS
Water system virus detection
Apparatus for endoscopic examination

OPTICAL ILLUSION

The common occurrence of errors of perceived distance
Object, illusion and frame of reference as design criteria for computer-generated displays
The tilt illusion - length and luminance changes of induction line and third/diminishing/line
Sensory illusions - the ophthalmologist's point of view

OPTICAL IMAGES

U IMAGES
OPTICAL RASER MODULATION
U LIGHT MODULATION

OPTICAL MACHINES

U LASERS
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT
NT PHOTOMETERS
NT SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
NT COCOLORIMETERS
NT PHOTOMETERS
Lightweight helmet-mounted eye movement measurement system

OPTICAL MODULATION

U LIGHT MODULATION
OPTICAL PROPERTIES
NT BRIGHTNESS
NT COLOR
The optical properties of smoke-protective devices

OPTICAL SENSORS

U OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
OPTICAL SPECTRUM
U LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)

OPTICAL TRACKING

On the relationship between pilot rating and pilot dynamics. I - An experimental approach
Visual cues in manual tracking of simulated targets
Pursuit after-nystagmus
Effects of target motion and image on AAA tracking
--- Anti-Aircraft Artillery
The problem of optimally fast response as solved by the nerve cell
Evaluation of models describing human operator control of slowly responding complex systems --- Thesis
Modeling human tracking performance in a high G-stress environment
Adaptive estimation schemes for minimizing uncertainty in manual control tasks
Human operators in adversary tracking encounters
An extension of the quickened display for manual control
A comparison of motor submodels in the optimal control model
Proceedings, 13th Annual Conference on Manual Control
The effects of deviate internal representations in the optimal model of the human operator
An approach to the multi-axis problem in manual control --- optimal pilot model
Use of the optical control model in the design of motion cue experiments
A model for the pilot's use of motion cues in roll-axis tracking tasks
Combined discrete network-continuous modeling of man-machine systems
Performance and workload analysis of inflight helicopter missions
A brief overview of the theory and application of the optimal control model of the human operator

OPTIMIZATION

NT OPTIMAL CONTROL
NT OPTIMAL TRACKING OPTIMIZATION
Pilot-optimal augmentation of the air-to-air tracking task
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PARTICLE BEAMS

PARTICLE BEAMS

UTILITY INDEX

PARTICLE BEAMS

PARTICLE BEAMS

PARTICLE DIFFUSION

PARTICLE DIFFUSION

Particle deposition due to turbulent diffusion in the upper respiratory system

p0270 A79-48251

PARTICLE INTERACTIONS

PARTICLE INTERACTIONS

Training of visual recognition

p0160 A79-29250

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

The dependence of the CO2 removal efficiency of LiOH on humidity and mesh size --- in spacecraft life support systems

[AEWP PAPER 78-ENAS-5] p0006 A79-12554

PARTICLES

PARTICLES

A study of the available evidence on duration effects on comfort and task proficiency under vibration

p0254 A79-46399

Effects of deceleration and rate of deceleration on live seated human subjects

[PB-284653/3] p0057 A79-13702

PATHOGENESIS

PATHOGENESIS

Cyclic nucleotides and adaptation of the organism --- Russian Book

p0133 A79-26500

Third Symposium on Motion Sickness

p0313 A79-33814

PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

How does the saccadic eye movement controller adapt for pathological states

p0046 A79-10961

Statistical studies of animal response data from USF toxicity screening test method

p0066 A79-18305

Coronal damage in mice following exposure to the pyrolysis products of polytetrafluoroethylene

p0066 A79-18306

Two-week studies of survivors from exposure to pyrolysis gases

p0066 A79-18307

Safety bioeffects research - Histopathology of retinal effects

p0066 A79-18307

Extrapolation of pulsed light data in scanned displays --- laser radiation eye exposure limits

p0138 A79-28170

Low level laser light effects --- on vision

p0138 A79-28171

Physopathology of overloads: Bibliography of Soviet publications --- Russian book

p0200 A79-36385

Some problems involved in using mathematical methods for evaluation of physiopathological changes in the body

p0192 A79-23628

Effect of impact accelerations on chemical resistance of rat erythrocytes

p0313 A79-33811

PATHOLOGY

PATHOLOGY

Incidence of cardiovascular problems among flying personnel and their evaluation

p0182 A79-33186

PATIENTS

PATIENTS

An illness-injury severity index

p0050 A79-12688

PATTERN DISTRIBUTION

PATTERN DISTRIBUTION

0 DISTRIBUTION (PROPERTY)

p0050 A79-12688

PATTERN RECOGNITION

PATTERN RECOGNITION

Discrimination of density and clustering on four versions of a stochastic display --- human performance of pattern recognition

p0036 A79-12192

SUBJECT INDEX

Useful visual field size for pattern perception

p0129 A79-25098

Training of visual recognition

p0160 A79-29250

The development of integrated multidimensional displays

p0187 A79-39990

Stereo 3-D perception for a robot

p0019 A79-17940

A relationship between eye movement patterns and performance in a precognitive tracking task

p0116 A79-17940

Training effect of recognition of different alphabets of visual stimuli

p0175 A79-21747

Estimation of aircraft target motion using pattern recognition orientation measurements

p0177 A79-21764

Application of pattern recognition to ultrasonic tissue characterization

p0194 A79-23647

Classification of amplitude-modulated noise patterns with extended practice

p0222 A79-25756

Influence of light adaptation on dark adaptation time for pattern recognition tasks

p0316 A79-33835

PATTERN REGISTRATION

PATTERN REGISTRATION

Effects of stimulus onset and image motion on contrast sensitivity

p0231 A79-42231

PAYLOADS

PAYLOADS

NT SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOADS

p0254 A79-46399

PEARSON DISTRIBUTIONS

PEARSON DISTRIBUTIONS

Estimation of the operating characteristics of item response categories, 3: The normal approach method and the Pearson system

[AD-A056747] p0138 A79-28170

PEPTIDES

PEPTIDES

Interaction between inositol hexaphosphate and carboxenzoxy peptide - A model for nucleic acid - Nonhistone chromosomal protein interaction

p0100 A79-22082

Biologically active short-chain peptides [FOA-C-40063-C1]

p0261 A79-29785

PERCEPTION

PERCEPTION

NT AUDITORY PERCEPTION

p0042 A79-14369

NT CONSCIOUSNESS

NT CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION

NT KINESIS

NT KINESIS

NT MOTION PERCEPTION

p0042 A79-14369

NT PATH

NT PATH

NT PROPRIOCEPTION

NT SENSORY PERCEPTION

NT SPACE PERCEPTION

NT TACTILE DISCRIMINATION

NT TASTE

NT VERTICAL PERCEPTION

NT VIBRATION PERCEPTION

NT VISUAL DISCRIMINATION

NT VISUAL PERCEPTION

The sensory systems --- Russian book on neurophysiology and biophysics research

p0291 A79-29785

Shalit Perceptual Organisation and Reduction Questionnaire (SPORO): The instrument, design, administration and scoring [FOA-C-40063-C1]

p0249 A79-27859

Neuralpheric asymmetry as related to pilot and radar intercept officer performance [AD-A0569087] p0289 A79-31947

The information in aircraft accidents investigation [AD-A0565871] p0291 A79-31947

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

Performance evaluation of test dummies with flesh parts produced with substitute foaming compounds [PB-289951/6]

p0116 A79-21776

PERFORMANCE PREDICTION

PERFORMANCE PREDICTION

NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

Psychophysiological forecasting of efficiency

p0010 A79-12867
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p0039 A79-13212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASK TAXONOMY - TWO IGNORED ISSUES - CRITERIA FOR TASK EVALUATION WITH RESPECT TO EMPIRICAL DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task taxonomy - Two ignored issues — criteria for task evaluation with respect to empirical data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| p0063 A79-18209 |
| CROSS VALIDATION OF REGRESSION EQUATIONS TO PREDICT PERFORMANCE IN A PURSUIT TRACKING TASK |
| Cross-validation of regression equations to predict performance in a pursuit tracking task |

| p0064 A79-18222 |
| TARGET-TERM CLASSIFICATION AND DETECTION PERFORMANCE — TO ASSESS AERIAL PHOTOS FOR TARGETS |
| Target-terrain classification and detection performance — to assess aerial photos for targets |

| p0065 A79-18225 |
| DETECTION OF CONFLICT STATES IN AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL OF AIRPORT ZONES |
| Detection of conflict states in air traffic control of airport zones |

| p0166 A79-31181 |
| PREDICTIVE VALIDITY OF FLIGHT SIMULATORS AS A FUNCTION OF SIMULATOR MOTION |
| Predictive validity of flight simulators as a function of simulator motion |

| p0181 A79-32627 |
| PREDICTION OF PILOT RESERVE ATTENTION CAPACITY DURING AIR-TO-AIR TARGET TRACKING |
| Prediction of pilot reserve attention capacity during air-to-air target tracking |

| p0116 A79-17488 |
| A METHOD TO EVALUATE PERFORMANCE RELIABILITY OF INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS IN LABORATORY RESEARCH APPLIED TO WORK SETTINGS |
| A method to evaluate performance reliability of individual subjects in laboratory research applied to work settings |

| p0123 A79-17547 |
| QUANTIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF PERCEPT-GENETIC DEFENSE MECHANISMS. A HIERARCHICAL ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR OF PILOTS UNDER STRESS |
| Quantification and validation of percept-genetic defense mechanisms. A hierarchical analysis of behavior of pilots under stress |

| p0124 A79-17555 |
| PERFORMANCE AND WORKLOAD ANALYSIS OF INFIGHT HELICOPTER MISSIONS |
| Performance and workload analysis of inflight helicopter missions |

| p0300 A79-32831 |
| PERFORMABILITY OF FLIGHT SIMULATOR PERFORMANCE | PERSONNEL SELECTION |
| Performance of flight simulator performance | PERSONNEL SELECTION |

| p0047 A79-15489 |
| EFFECTS OF VIBRATION ON HUMANS — PERFORMANCE DECREMENTS AND LIMITS |
| Effects of vibration on humans — Performance decrements and limits |

| p0035 A79-13195 |
| THE APPLICATION OF COMPUTER-AIDED EVALUATIVE TECHNIQUES TO SYSTEM TEST AND EVALUATION — FOR FIGHTER AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE |
| The application of computer-aided evaluative techniques to system test and evaluation — for fighter aircraft performance |

| p0036 A79-13190 |
| IMAGE ANALYSIS PERFORMANCE IN THE COMPARISON OF SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATES OF PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGE QUALITY |
| Image analysis performance in the comparison of subjective estimates of photographic image quality |

| p0036 A79-13191 |
| QUANTIFYING OPERATOR PREFERENCE DURING HUMAN FACTORS TEST AND EVALUATION — IN HELICOPTER DESIGN |
| Quantifying operator preference during human factors test and evaluation — in helicopter design |

| p0062 A79-18202 |
| SYSTEM OPERABILITY — CONCEPT AND MEASUREMENT IN TEST AND EVALUATION — AND SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY INDICES IN F-18 AIRCRAFT EXAMPLES |
| System operability — concept and measurement in test and evaluation — and system compatibility indices in F-18 aircraft examples |

| p0062 A79-18204 |
| ENGINEERING TEST AND ENGINEERING DURING HIGH G, VOLUME 3: ANTI-G SUITS |
| Engineering test and engineering during high G, Volume 3: Anti-G suits |

| p0052 A79-12706 |
| SAFETY EVALUATION TESTS OF PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT FOR ORDNANCE OPERATIONS |
| Safety evaluation tests of personal protective equipment for ordnance operations |

| p0053 A79-12712 |
| PROCEEDINGS OF THE 1977 COMPUTERIZED ADAPTIVE TESTING CONFERENCE |
| Proceedings of the 1977 Computerized Adaptive Testing Conference |

| p0079 A79-14771 |
| PERFINANCE | PERSONNEL SELECTION |
| Performance | PERSONNEL SELECTION |

| p0021 A79-36048 |
| PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION | PERSONNEL SELECTION |
| Circulatory response to arterial hyperoxia | PERSONNEL SELECTION |

| p0051 A79-39047 |
| PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT (COMPUTERS) | PERSONNEL SELECTION |
| Peripheral equipment (computers) | PERSONNEL SELECTION |

| p0047 A79-27552 |
| PERIPHERAL VISION | PERSONNEL SELECTION |
| Visual-vestibular interactions. I - Influence of peripheral vision on suppression of the vestibulo-ocular reflex and visual acuity | PERSONNEL SELECTION |

| p0135 A79-279716 |
| THE EFFECTS OF CARBON MONOXIDE ON DUAL-TASK PERFORMANCE | PERSONNEL SELECTION |
| The effects of carbon monoxide on dual-task performance | PERSONNEL SELECTION |

| p0161 A79-29716 |
| THE PERIPHERAL CRITICAL FlickER FREQUENCY | PERSONNEL SELECTION |
| The peripheral critical flicker frequency | PERSONNEL SELECTION |

| p0271 A79-49482 |
| LATENCY OF PERIPHERAL SACCADES | PERSONNEL SELECTION |
| Latency of peripheral saccades | PERSONNEL SELECTION |

| p0278 A79-50987 |
| TECHNIQUE FOR SIMULATING G-INDUCED TUNNEL VISION | PERSONNEL SELECTION |
| Technique for simulating G-induced tunnel vision | PERSONNEL SELECTION |

| p0249 A79-52286 |
| VISUAL AND OPTICAL ASSESSMENT OF GAS PROTECTIVE FACE MASKS | PERSONNEL SELECTION |
| Visual and optical assessment of gas protective face masks | PERSONNEL SELECTION |

| p0152 A79-19642 |
| PERMEABILITY | PERSONNEL SELECTION |
| Mechanism of effects of microwaves on erythrocytes | PERSONNEL SELECTION |

| p0075 A79-14743 |
| PERMEABILITY FOR POTASSIUM AND SODIUM IONS | PERSONNEL SELECTION |
| Permeability for potassium and sodium ions | PERSONNEL SELECTION |

| p0047 A79-13224 |
| PERFUSION | PERSONNEL SELECTION |
| Multiple tracer diffusion methods for the evaluation of cerebral capillary permeability and capillary blood flow rate in the rat | PERSONNEL SELECTION |

| p0156 A79-19683 |
| PENSIAN GULF | PERSONNEL SELECTION |
| A biogeochronological study of the Abu Dhabi algal mats — A simplified ecosystem | PERSONNEL SELECTION |
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PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS

Study of model membrane fusion using photoinduced phase transition in cell membranes

PHARMACOLOGY

Heat- and exercise-induced hyperthermia - Effects on high-energy phosphates

PHANTOM AIRCRAFT

Comparative study of acetylcholinesterase inactivation in warm-blooded animals and insects with substituted vinyl phosphates

PHPR FACTOR

Mechanisms of the formation of phosphene by f-rays

PESTICIDES

Mechanism of the formation of phosphenes by X-rays

PHOTODETECTORS

Effect of phosphorus supply on algal biomass in a turbid Missouri Reservoir

PHOTOGRAPHY

Heat- and exercise-induced hyperthermia - Effects on high-energy phosphates

PHOTOCHEMISTRY

Study of phosphene formation by X-rays

PHOSPHATES

Mechanism of the formation of phosphenes by X-rays

PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM

Mechanism of the formation of phosphenes by X-rays

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT

Mechanism of the formation of phosphenes by X-rays

PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETATION

Mechanism of the formation of phosphenes by X-rays

PHOTOGRAPHY

Mechanism of the formation of phosphenes by X-rays

PHYSIOLOGY

Mechanism of the formation of phosphenes by X-rays

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

Mechanism of the formation of phosphenes by X-rays

PHYSICS

Mechanism of the formation of phosphenes by X-rays

PHYSIOLOGY

Mechanism of the formation of phosphenes by X-rays
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Mechanism of the formation of phosphenes by X-rays

PHYSIOLOGY

Mechanism of the formation of phosphenes by X-rays

PHYSIOLOGY

Mechanism of the formation of phosphenes by X-rays
PHOTOINTERPRETATION
Imagery interpreter performance in the comparison of subjective estimates of photographic image quality
p0036 A79-13191
Target-terrain classification and detection performance -- to assess aerial photos for tanks
p0065 A79-18225
Peripheral acuity and photointerpretation performance
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Effects of phase manipulation on speech intelligibility through communication headsets — light aircraft radio communication

Automatic recognition of spoken words using a functional model of the auditory system

Human factors. Speech communication

Speech as a pilot input medium

A preliminary investigation of aural input/output systems for in-flight information retrieval

Speech quality measurement

Speech DISCRIMINATION

Speech RECOGNITION

Effects of phase manipulation on speech intelligibility through communication headsets — light aircraft radio communication

Automatic recognition of spoken words using a functional model of the auditory system

Human factors. Speech communication

Speech as a pilot input medium

A preliminary investigation of aural input/output systems for in-flight information retrieval

Speech quality measurement

Speech DISCRIMINATION

Speech RECOGNITION

Effects of phase manipulation on speech intelligibility through communication headsets — light aircraft radio communication

Automatic recognition of spoken words using a functional model of the auditory system

Human factors. Speech communication

Speech as a pilot input medium

A preliminary investigation of aural input/output systems for in-flight information retrieval

Speech quality measurement
Impact tests on crash helmets for motor cyclists
[AD-1065566] p0197 N79-24655
The biodynamic response of the human body and its application to standards p0288 N79-31929

Statistical Analysis
- Analysis of variance
- Factor analysis
- Multivariate statistical analysis
- Nonparametric statistics
- Normal density functions
- Pearson distributions
- Regression analysis
- Statistical tests
- Normal distributions
- Project analysis
- Statistical tests

Experimental designs for investigating complex human operator/machine systems p0040 A79-13225
Estimating percentiles of nonnormal anthropometric populations - final report p0065 A79-18226
Statistical studies of animal response data from 3DF toxicity screening test method p0066 A79-18305
Are evolutionary rates really variable in vertebrate protein chemistry? p0232 A79-42273
Statistical considerations in man-machine designs p0033 A79-11743
The distribution of cadmium and other metals in human tissue (PB-285220/2) p0057 A79-13703
Determination of a generalized output index of a biological experiment after multiple tests p0076 A79-18744
A computer system for statistical analysis of EEG transients p0216 A79-25707

Statistical Distributions
- Pearson distributions
- Estimating percentiles of nonnormal anthropometric populations
- Project analysis

A comparison of three models for determining test fairness p0122 W79-17535

Steady State
- User's instructions for the 41-node thermoregulatory model (steady state version) [NASA-CH-160220] p0212 W79-24638

Steering
- Vehicle steering control: A model of learning p0089 W79-15606
- A two level model of human steering behavior in a motor vehicle [FB-27] p0197 W79-24657

Stellar Doppler Shift
- Doppler effect
- Extraterrestrial radiation

Stellar Radii
- Habitability zones around main sequence stars p0136 A79-27930

Stem Cells
- Mirror symmetry breaking in biochemical evolution p0254 A79-06462

Stemography
- Stereochemistry
- Stereophotography

Stereochemistry
- Mirror symmetry breaking in biochemical evolution p0254 A79-06462

Stemography
- Stereochemistry
- Stereophotography

Analysis of body form using biostereometrics (NASA-CH-160173) p0195 W79-23654
The importance of providing stereoscopic vision in training for nap-of-the-earth /NOE/ flight p0195 W79-12006
The visual perception of motion in depth p0062 A79-18206
The relationship between the apparent vertical and the vertical horopter — visual perception of luminous line p0225 A79-80186
Texture contours can facilitate stereopsis by initiating vergence eye movements p0270 A79-48816
Stereopsis in monkeys using random dot stereograms - The effect of viewing duration p0271 A79-49481
Stereo 3-D perception for a robot p0019 A79-10740

Sterilization
- Spacecraft sterilization
- Sterilization effects
- Chemical effects
- Decontamination
- Thermal degradation
- The Department of the Army's food irradiation program: Is it worth continuing? (PB-286399/1) p0096 A79-15644

Stenoids
- Aldosterone
- Cholesterol
- Corticosteroids
- Comparison of plasma and urinary steroids in men with type A and type B behavior patterns p0028 A79-11704

Stiff Structures
- Rigid structures
- Stiffening
- Stimulation
- Sensory stimulation
- Auditory stimulation
- Neural stimulation
- Sensory stimulation
- Carbohydrate metabolism of the stimulated diaphragm muscle
- Selective attention: The influences of subject sex and degree of prior habituation on performance of an attention task with distraction p0260 W79-28076

Stochastic Processes
- Random processes
- Discontinuity of density and clustering on four versions of a stochastic display — human performance of a random pattern recognition test p0306 A79-13192
- Are evolutionary rates really variable in vertebrate protein chemistry? p0232 A79-42273
- A stochastic model of muscle fatigue in frequent strenuous work cycles p0261 A79-29789

Stoichiometry
- Coupling of aspartate and serine transport to the transmembrane electrochemical gradient for
SYSTEM FAILURES

- Optimisation of pilot capability and avionic system design, introduction

SYSTEMS

- Systems design

- A wide aperture focussed ultrasound system for detection of breast carcinoma by ultrasonic attenuation

- Human factors evaluations of today's as an aid to future systems design

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

- Application of a structured decision process for proper inclusion of human resources in the design of a power unit support stand

SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

- A model of the human supervisor

SYSTEMS STABILITY

- Ripped stability considerations with vestibular models

SYSTEMS STABILITY - continued

- Study report on guidelines and test procedures for investigating stability of nonlinear cardiovascular control system models

SYSTEMS STABILITY - continued

- Systolic time intervals during combined head cooling and head-up tilt

SYSTEMS STABILITY - continued

- Measuring systolic time intervals at rest and under stress by external methods. Advantages in the evaluation of fliers

TACTILE DISCRIMINATION

- Evaluation of kinesthetic-tactual displays using a critical tracking task

TARGET DISCRIMINATION

- O MARKING

TARGET DISCRIMINATION

- TALKING

TARGET ACQUISITION

- NT WORDS (LANGUAGE)

TARGET ACQUISITION

- TANKER AIRCRAFT

TARGET ACQUISITION

- Visual system for the Boom Operator Part Task

TARGET ACQUISITION

- Trainer --- KC-135 aerial refueling task simulator

TANKS (CONTAINERS)

- NT STORAGE TANKS

TABS (DATA REDUCTION)

- TABS (DATA REDUCTION)

TARGET ACQUISITION

- SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR OPERATOR TACTICAL TARGET ACQUISITION

TARGET ACQUISITION

- Acquisition research

TARGET ACQUISITION

- Target acquisition in realistic terrain

TARGET ACQUISITION

- Observer performance using a video display --- in simulated air to ground target acquisition tasks

TARGET ACQUISITION

- Effects of target motion and image on AAA tracking --- Anti-Aircraft Artillery

TARGET ACQUISITION

- Target-terrain classification and detection performance --- to assess aerial photos for tanks

TARGET ACQUISITION

- Line criteria in target acquisition with television --- visibility of target image on TV screens

TARGET ACQUISITION

- Visual target acquisition and ocular scanning performance

TARGET ACQUISITION

- Real-time reconnaissance systems simulator

TARGET ACQUISITION

- The role of perceived motion in smooth pursuit eye movements

TARGET ACQUISITION

- The effect of expectations on slow occluluous control. I - Periodic target steps. II - Single target displacements

TARGET ACQUISITION

- The relative effects of multiple factors on target acquisition --- by combat pilots

TARGET ACQUISITION

- A behavioral model of target acquisition in realistic terrain
TARGET RECOGNITION

- Target-terrain classification and detection performance --- visual tasks
- Peripheral acuity and photointerpretation performance
- Visual search for complex targets
- A preliminary study of the air traffic controller's 'picture'
- Target recognition orientation measurements

TARGET SIMULATORS

- Visual search for complex targets
- Predicting aircraft detectability

TARGETS

- The relationship between Air Combat Maneuvering Range (ACMR) output measures and initial visual acquisition performance

TASK COMPLEXITY

- Development and transfer of timesharing skills --- for human multiple task performance
- The application of computer aided evaluative techniques to system test and evaluation --- of fighter aircraft pilot performance
- Tracking in two dimensions as a function of dimension priorities and tracking difficulty
- The event related cortical potential as an index of task workload
- Response surface methodology as a manipulator of complex task difficulty --- for computer generated aircraft area navigation control-display systems evaluation

Task taxonomy - Two ignored issues --- criteria for task evaluation with respect to empirical data

TAILORED TASKS

- Task functional demands as factors in dual-task performance
- The man-computer division of tasks in the case of the control of complex technical systems --- applied to aircraft
- Measurement and scaling of workload in complex performance
- A quasi-linear control theory analysis of timesharing skills
- Task complexity and 24-hr performance patterns in morning and evening active subjects

TAILOMITY

- Task taxonomy - Two ignored issues --- criteria
for task evaluation with respect to empirical data

Gel-electrophoresis studies for the taxonomic characterization of soil microorganisms

[ABC/CHM-TT-1924]

p0039 A79-13212

TCV PROGRAM

U TERMINAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE PROGRAM

TEACHING

U EDUCATION

TEACHING MACHINES

Development of techniques to enhance man/machine communication

[NASA-CR-157886]

p0032 A79-11730

TEAMS

Team performance - A model for research

p0065 A79-18227

TECHNIQUES

U METODOLOGY

TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING

MT DELPHI METHOD (FORECASTING)

Challenges to life support system's future

[ASME PAPER 78-ENAS-28]

p0008 A79-12577

Very-large-scale integration - What it means for technical systems and humans

Drainage and nasal breathing systems in the year 2000

p0181 A79-32640

p0183 A79-33621

Pilot workload in the aircraft of the future

p0226 A79-40646

TECHNOLOGIES

MT BIOTECHNOLOGY

MT MILITARY TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

Very-large-scale integration - What it means for technical systems and humans

Synthetic training and evaluation - Some current issues

p0275 A79-50550

Current status of cardiovascular imaging by transmission computed tomography

p0294 A79-51032

Evolution of space suit technology

[ZAP PAPER 79-92]

p0302 A79-53293

A technology assessment of vegetable substitutes for animal protein in human food. Volume 1: The study

[PB-28668/4]

p0059 A79-13719

A technology assessment of vegetable substitutes for animal protein in human food. Volume 2: Appendices

[PB-28668/2]

p0059 A79-13720

Assessing the efficacy and safety of medical technologies

[PB-286929/5]

p0059 A79-15580

Translational on USSR science and technology: Biomedical and behavioral sciences, no. 50

[JPB-72642]

p0170 A79-20720

Space biology and aerospace medicine, v. 13, no. 3, 1979

[JPB-73794]

p0243 A79-27817

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

MT AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

The Department of the Army's food irradiation program: Is it worth continuing

[PB-286395/5]

p0094 A79-15644

Regional program for acquisition of medical experiments

[NASA-CR-160121]

p0155 A79-19677

TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION

Overview of the use of robots in space missions

[SGLR PAPER 78-154]

p0042 A79-14099

TEETH

Mineralization in teeth and jaws, as judged radiographically, in rats of the C57C5-782 experiment

p0022 A79-11667

TELECHERICS

U REMOTE HANDLING

TELECOMMUNICATION

MT AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION

MT BIOTELEMETRY

MT COLOR TELEVISION

MT COMMUNICATION

MT RADIO TELEMETRY

MT STEREO TELEVISION

MT TELEMETRY

MT VOICE COMMUNICATION

Telemedicine: An expanding new science on land and sea

p0146 A79-19020

Telehealth handbook: A guide to telecommunications technology for rural health care

[FB-292557/6]

p0241 A79-26778

TELEMETERS

U TELEMETRY

TELEMETRY

MT BIOTELEMETRY

MT RADIO TELEMETRY

Aircraft flight simulation of spacetlab experiment using an implanted telemetry system to obtain cardiovascular data from the monkey

p0147 A79-19022

TELEOPERATORS

Adaptive supervisory control of remote manipulation

Advanced teleoperators --- remote manipulation system

Construction in space - Toward a fresh definition of the man/machine relation

Computer augmented manual control of remote manipulators

Human/computer control of underwater teleoperators

Earth orbital teleoperator system evaluation

[NASA-CR-150912]

p0112 A79-16552

TELESCOPES

An interface evaluation of the EM-29 protective mask and the AR-15 telescopic sight unit

[AD-A064203]

p0199 A79-22764

TELETYPEWRITERS

Modeling and analysis of man-machine interaction information

[AD-A0635151]

p0178 A79-21772

TELEVISION CAMERAS

The robot's eyes - Stereo vision system for automated scene analysis

p0004 A79-12006

TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

MT TELEVISION CAMERAS

TELEVISION SYSTEMS

MT COLOR TELEVISION

MT STEREO TELEVISION

A visual simulator with transformation of the perspective in the center of television pictures

[AD-A0653151]

p0178 A79-21772

Telemedicine: An expanding new science on land and sea

p0146 A79-19020

TELLEGON THEORY

U NETWORK ANALYSIS

TEMPERATE REGIONS

Deconditioning-induced exercise responses as influenced by heat acclimation

p0273 A79-49985

TEMPERATURE

MT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

MT ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE

MT BODY TEMPERATURE

MT LOW TEMPERATURE

MT SATELLITE TEMPERATURE

MT SKIN TEMPERATURE (BIOLOGY)

MT SUERO TEMPERATURE

MT WATER TEMPERATURE

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Physiological requirements for design of environmental control systems - Control of heat stress in high-performance aircraft

[ASME PAPER 78-ENAS-22]

p0007 A79-12571

Simulation and control of a human temperature regulation system

p0041 A79-13613

Importance of temperature control for REFLEX, a biological experiment for Spacelab 1 --- plant gravitational physiology study

p0230 A79-41776

TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES

U TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

The local and time-dependent temperature field in the body of a homothermic organism in case of sudden changes of quantity and local
distribution of internal heat production

Apparatus for supplying conditioned air at a substantially constant temperature and humidity [NASA-CASE-ESC-1291-1]

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
A composite view of task performance in hot environments

Temperature effect of muscular work in the white rat during hypoxia

Discrimination, temperature, and time of day --- human performance variances

Characteristics of EEG changes in rabbits in response to local cooling or heating of the central thermosensory area

Thermal activation of the visual transduction mechanisms in retinal rods

Separation of the effects of raised skin and core temperature on performance of a pursuit rotor task

Relationship between thermogenic drinking and plasma resin activity in the rat

Tracking-task performance during heat stress simulating cockpit conditions in high-performance aircraft

Temperature effects on shape and function of human granulocytes

Effects of sleep at altered ambient temperatures on electrophysiological sleep and thermoregulatory mechanisms in human subjects and in the ground squirrel (Citellus lateralis)

TEMPERATURE FIELDS

U TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

Effect of cockpit temperature gradients on the validity of single-point measurements

TEMPERATURE INDICATORS

U INDICATING INSTRUMENTS

U TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

TEMPERATURE INVERSIONS

ST CENTERFUGING STRESS

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

Core temperature measurement in man

Measurement of skin temperatures of active subjects by wireless telemetry

Effect of cockpit temperature gradients on the validity of single-point measurements

Pattern of heat loss from a subject wearing CF temperate-climate combat clothing

[AD-A057746]

TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Temperature changes during exercise measured by thermography

Microave thermography: Physical principles and diagnostic applications

TENSILE STRESS

Investigation of blood subjected to volume tension

TERMINAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE PROGRAM

Advanced transport operation effects on pilot scan patterns

Evaluation of display and control concepts for a terminal configured vehicle in final approach in a windshear environment

TERMINAL GUIDANCE

Adaptive control of a robotic manipulator

Terminal guidance sensor system [NASA-CASE-BPO-14521-1]
TRERNOPHILIC PLANTS

THERMAL PROPERTIES

THERMAL STABILITY

THERMOPEPTIC

THERMOPHYSICS

THERMOSERIES

THERMOSTATICS

THERMOREGULATION

Computer simulation of thermoregulatory responses to heat stress - A future work design and training tool

Heat transfer and temperature distribution in the human body

Simulation and control of a human temperature regulation system

Thresholds for Na+/+ and Ca++/+ effects on thermoregulation

Regulation and efficiency of sweating in man

Temperature effect of muscular work in the white rat during hypoxia

Thermal sweat rate response to an acute short exposure at a simulated altitude of 4,600 m

The effects of different levels of heat production induced by diastatic and eccentric work on thermoregulation during exercise at a given skin temperature

The local and time-dependent temperature field in the body of a homeothermic organism in case of sudden changes of quantity and local distribution of internal heat production

Thermoregulation in Macaca mulatta - A thermal balance study

Model of human heat exchange and identification of its parameters - Physiological studies and mathematical modeling

Studies on thermoregulation in the rat

Effect of sodium and calcium ingestion on thermoregulation during exercise in man

Effect of the blockade of hypothalamic adrenergic structures on thermoregulatory reactions

Control of skin blood flow during exercise - Thermal and nonthermal factors

Characteristics of EMG changes in rabbits in response to local cooling or heating of the central thermosensory area

Skin temperature changes in paradoxical sleep in man in the cold

Thermoregulation in unrestrained rats during and after exposure to 1.5-4 G

Thermoregulation in swimmers and runners

Hyperthermia and exercise - Plasma fluid and electrolyte effects on human thermoregulation

Role of skin temperature in the control of sweating

Bisensory relationship of human tremor and shivering on introduction to cold exposure

Bio-heat transfer processes, for human thermoregulatory and circulatory characteristics measurements

Influence of skin temperature on sweating and aerobic performance during severe work

Nonshivering thermogenesis in normal and dystrophic muscle

Crawford and Lavoisier on the method of development and place of formation of body heat

The effects of active and passive heat acclimatization procedures on the cardiovascular, thermoregulatory, and sweat rate responses to work in the heat in male humans

Investigations about the quantitative changes of carbon dioxide production in humans. Report 2: Carbon dioxide production during fever and its relationship with heat production

Thermoregulatory and circulatory characteristics on introduction to cold exposure

Electrolyte effects on human thermoregulation

Crawford and Lavoisier on the method of development and place of formation of body heat

Development and place of formation of body heat

Temperature effect of muscular work in the white rat during hypoxia

Thermal sweat rate response to an acute short exposure at a simulated altitude of 4,600 m

The effects of different levels of heat production induced by diastatic and eccentric work on thermoregulation during exercise at a given skin temperature

The local and time-dependent temperature field in the body of a homeothermic organism in case of sudden changes of quantity and local distribution of internal heat production

Thermoregulation in Macaca mulatta - A thermal balance study

Model of human heat exchange and identification of its parameters - Physiological studies and mathematical modeling

Studies on thermoregulation in the rat

Effect of sodium and calcium ingestion on thermoregulation during exercise in man

Effect of the blockade of hypothalamic adrenergic structures on thermoregulatory reactions

Control of skin blood flow during exercise - Thermal and nonthermal factors

Characteristics of EMG changes in rabbits in response to local cooling or heating of the central thermosensory area

Skin temperature changes in paradoxical sleep in man in the cold

Thermoregulation in unrestrained rats during and after exposure to 1.5-4 G

Thermoregulation in swimmers and runners

Hyperthermia and exercise - Plasma fluid and electrolyte effects on human thermoregulation

Role of skin temperature in the control of sweating

Bisensory relationship of human tremor and shivering on introduction to cold exposure

Bio-heat transfer processes, for human thermoregulatory and circulatory characteristics measurements

Influence of skin temperature on sweating and aerobic performance during severe work

Nonshivering thermogenesis in normal and dystrophic muscle

Crawford and Lavoisier on the method of development and place of formation of body heat

The effects of active and passive heat acclimatization procedures on the cardiovascular, thermoregulatory, and sweat rate responses to work in the heat in male humans

Investigations about the quantitative changes of carbon dioxide production in humans. Report 2: Carbon dioxide production during fever and its relationship with heat production

Thermoregulatory and circulatory characteristics on introduction to cold exposure

Electrolyte effects on human thermoregulation

Crawford and Lavoisier on the method of development and place of formation of body heat

Development and place of formation of body heat
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>UNCONSCIOUSNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[JPRS-72808]</td>
<td>Ultrasound tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[JPRS-73135]</td>
<td>Detection of bubbles in decompression sickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[JPRS-73784]</td>
<td>A sample volume tracking unit for pulsed doppler echocardiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[JPRS-73729]</td>
<td>Methods for studying and criteria for evaluating the biological effects of electric fields of industrial frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[JPRS-74130]</td>
<td>The joint US-USSR biological satellite program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-ARC-10994-2]</td>
<td>Biomedical and behavioral sciences, no. 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TK-78526]</td>
<td>The Cosmos 936 mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-NPO-13935-1]</td>
<td>Development and evaluation of instrument systems for noninvasive detection, characterization and quantification of atherosclerotic lesions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-ARC-10994-2]</td>
<td>Dose-effect relationships for ultrasound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-ARC-10994-2]</td>
<td>Analyses for noninvasive monitoring of arterial blood pressure by /I/ phono cuff-phygiosonometry, for discrete measurements and /II/ arterial ultrasonic imaging, for continuous measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-ARC-10994-2]</td>
<td>Doppler ultrasound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-ARC-10994-2]</td>
<td>Dose-effect relationships for ultrasound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-ARC-10994-2]</td>
<td>Suppression of the immune response by ultrasound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-ARC-10994-2]</td>
<td>The effects of temperature, salinity, and other factors on the growth and formation of UV-absorbing substances by the fungus Aspergillus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-ARC-10994-2]</td>
<td>Suppression of the immune response by ultrasound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-ARC-10994-2]</td>
<td>Development of a stability augmentation system adapted to hypoxia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-ARC-10994-2]</td>
<td>Suppression of the immune response by ultrasound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-ARC-10994-2]</td>
<td>Role of 8-amino-9-oxo-deoxyadenosine in repaiing UV and gamma radiation damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-ARC-10994-2]</td>
<td>Photosynthetic carbon reduction by seagrasses exposed to ultraviolet B radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CASE-ARC-10994-2]</td>
<td>Acceptable radiation levels in the ultraviolet visible infrared regions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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VEGETABLES

VEGETATION GROWTH

VEGETATIVE GROWTH

VEGETABLE NERVOUS SYSTEM

VEGETABLES

VEGETABLES

VEGETABLES

VEIGHT MEASUREMENTS

VEILATION

VEILATION

VEILATION
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION

VISIBILITY
MT LOW VISIBILITY
Driver steering dynamics measured in car simulator under a range of visibility and roadmaking conditions p0117 A79-17493
Visual requirements for the helicopter pilot p0151 A79-19636
Observation of night shipboard helicopter operations from a 210 foot US Coast Guard cutter p0151 A79-19637

VISIBLE RADIATION
U LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION) p0015 A79-10711

VISIBLE SPECTRUM
U LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION) p0015 A79-10711

VISION
MT BINOCULAR VISION p0035 A79-13075
MT COLOR VISION p0035 A79-13075
MT MONOCULAR VISION p0035 A79-13075
MT NIGHT VISION p0035 A79-13075
MT PERIPHERAL VISION p0035 A79-13075
MT STEREOSCOPIC VISION p0035 A79-13075
Contributions of the retina and of the eye optical system to the modulation lowering of the aerial image p0100 A79-22771
Survey on eye comfort in aircraft. I - Flight attendants p0165 A79-30665
Robotic vision --- process control applications p0187 A79-34984
Dynamical characteristics of visual functions p0276 A79-50656
Motion and vision. I - Stabilized images of stationary gratings p0278 A79-50986
The visual cortex of normal and deprived monkeys p0296 A79-51178

VISUAL ACUITY
MT HYPEROPIA p0035 A79-13075
Saccadic eye movements and visual stability p0035 A79-13075
Visual acuity of the aging hyperopic eye in the intermediate range p0037 A79-13198
Peripheral acuity and photointerpretation performance p0068 A79-18996
Visual acuity with regard to simultaneous colored contrast on a television screen - Results p0103 A79-23952
Visual-vestibular interactions. I - Influence of peripheral vision on suppression of the vestibulo-ocular reflex and visual acuity p0135 A79-27552
Recognition by the human eye of colored symbols on different backgrounds p0136 A79-27673
Chromatic border distinctness - Not an index of hue or saturation differences p0139 A79-28332
Dynamics of an image viewed through a rotating mirror p0221 A79-36365
Objective determination of human visual acuity from the visual evoked potential p0228 A79-41423
The retinal resolving power measured by laser interference fringes p0304 A79-54091
Providing an eye separator on a color cathode tube --- enhancing visual acuity p0152 A79-19639
Visual and optical assessment of gas protective face masks p0152 A79-19642

VISUAL DISCRIMINATION DIscrimination of density and clustering on four versions of a stochastic display --- human performance of pattern recognition p0036 A79-13192
Contrast effects on smooth-pursuit eye movement velocity p0104 A79-24068

VISUAL ACCOMMODATION
Cerebral hemodynamics and visual analyzer function following exposure to bright light p0109 A79-16525
Recognition by the human eye of colored symbols on different backgrounds
Chromatic border distinctness - Not an index of hue or saturation differences
Discrimination, temperature, and time of day --- human performance variances
The visual perception of motion in depth
The relative effects of multiple factors on target acquisition --- by combat pilots
Mutual repulsion between moving visual targets
Upper-velocity threshold for detection of movement
Contrast sensitivity of the human eye to various display phosphor types
Translational output measures and initial visual acquisition performance
Effects of vestibular factors on visual sensory systems
Undergraduate pilot training: Visual discrimination pretraining for land task
The role of cognitive switching in head-up displays --- to determine pilot ability to accurately extract information from either of two sources
Undergraduate pilot training: Visual discrimination pretraining for land task
The role of cognitive switching in head-up displays --- to determine pilot ability to accurately extract information from either of two sources
The common occurrence of errors of perceived distance
The equivalent background and retinal eccentricity
Useful visual field size for pattern perception
Stereo 3-D perception for a robot
Flight management research utilizing an oculometer --- pilot scanning behavior during simulated approach and landing
Choice and techniques of analysis of indices for the perception of visual information. III --- by pilots
Visual workload of the copilot/navigator during terrain flight
Oculomotor performance of aviators during autorotation maneuvers in a helicopter simulator
Visual performance/workload of helicopter pilots during instrument flight
Focus of the effect of specific practice in continuous visual search
A two-stage model of visual search
Advanced transport operation effects on pilot scan patterns
Two dimensional eye tracking: Sampling rate of forcing function
Head tracking at large angles from the straight ahead position
Aircraft pilot scan patterns during simulated ILS approaches
Visual search performance during simulated radar observation with and without a sweepline
The visual perception of motion in depth
Contrast sensitivity of the human eye to various display phosphor types
Translational output measures and initial visual acquisition performance
Effects of vestibular factors on visual sensory systems
Undergraduate pilot training: Visual discrimination pretraining for land task
The role of cognitive switching in head-up displays --- to determine pilot ability to accurately extract information from either of two sources
The common occurrence of errors of perceived distance
The equivalent background and retinal eccentricity
Useful visual field size for pattern perception
Stereo 3-D perception for a robot
Flight management research utilizing an oculometer --- pilot scanning behavior during simulated approach and landing
Choice and techniques of analysis of indices for the perception of visual information. III --- by pilots
Visual workload of the copilot/navigator during terrain flight
Oculomotor performance of aviators during autorotation maneuvers in a helicopter simulator
Visual performance/workload of helicopter pilots during instrument flight
Focus of the effect of specific practice in continuous visual search
A two-stage model of visual search
Nonlinear optical susceptibility of the human eye

The development of integrated multidimensional visual contrast sensitivity functions obtained

The tilt illusion - Length and luminance changes

The visual perception of motion in depth

Oculomotor factors in visual perceptual response

Predicting aircraft detectability

Correlation of binocular vision test results with synaptophore evaluation

Oculomotor factors is visual perceptual response efficiency

The visual perception of motion in depth

The role of perceived motion in smooth pursuit eye movements

The relationship between the apparent vertical and the vertical horopter -- visual perception of luminous line

Axiomatic summary and deductions from Herings principles of visual direction

The tilt illusion - Length and luminance changes of induction line and third /Disinhibiting/ line

Objective determination of human visual acuity from the visual evoked potential

Effects of stimulus onset and image motion on contrast sensitivity

Light adaptation in a normal and a rod monochromat

Sensory illusions - The ophthalmologist's point of view

Retinal site of transient tritanopia

Eye torsion and visual tilt are mediated by different binocular processes

Eye movements and visual perception -- Russian book

Stereopsis in monkeys using random dot stereograms -- The effect of viewing duration

Contrast sensation - A linear function of stimulus contrast

Forms of oculomotor activity under conditions of positive visual feedback

Latency of peripheral saccades

Reciprocal interaction between the photopic and scotopic systems of the visual analyzer in man

Effect of adaptation level on certain visual functions in man

Orientation relative to the retina determines perceptual organization

Target redundancy in visual search - Do repetitions of the target within the display impair processing

Visual motion perception by intelligent systems

A cinematographic technique for investigating some aspects of visual recognition

Nonlinear perception of infrared radiation in the 800-1355 nm range with human eye

Stereo 3-D perception for a robot

A behavioral model of target acquisition in realistic terrain

Visual performance assessment through clear and sunscreen-treated windows

Experiments in texture perception

Vision

General methods to enable robots with vision to acquire, orient, and transport workpieces

Image processing program completion report

Observation of night shipboard helicopter operations from a 210 foot US Coast Guard cutter

Oculomotor performance of aviators during an autorotation maneuver in a helicopter simulator

Visual performance/workload of helicopter pilots during instrument flight

Sensorial aspects of helicopter operations

Aviator visual performance: A comparative study of a helicopter simulator and the 08-1 helicopter

Bandpass channels, zero-crossings, and early visual information processing

Restoration of color perception after desaturating flashes

Effect of optical magnification on the perception of displayed orientation

The effects of pilot age, lighting, and head-down time on visual accommodation

The limited range of the human eye for optical aircraft acquisition

A theoretical and experimental analysis of the outside world perception process

Analysis of visual estimation of system state from arbitrary displays

Light flashes in space --- cosmic ray interaction with astronaut visual system

Applications of two-parameter decision theories in psychology

Use of the tilt cue in a simulated heading tracking task

Manual control of yaw motion with combined visual and vestibular cues
Visual stimuli

Human factors analysis of visual distress signaling devices -- used by boaters

Visual stimuli

The responses of frogs to ventral and visual stimulation in weightlessness

Perceptual delay -- A consequence of metacommunication and apparent motion

Eye movements and symmetry -- Foundations of a quantitative analysis of eye movements as they depend on the structure of the perception field

-- German thesis

Locus of the effect of specific practice in continuous visual search

Optokinetic motion sickness -- Attenuation of visually-induced apparent self-rotation by passive head movements

A fast-reacting and versatile optokinetic stimulus pattern by computer graphics with application examples

A further investigation of visual dominance

Visual search for complex targets

detection of colored stimuli by independent linear systems

Effects of stimulus onset and image motion on contrast sensitivity

Visual angle constancy for the subjective checkerboard pattern, as an indication of cortical origination of size constancy

Spatial frequency masking in human vision - Binocular interactions

Spatial summation in human vision - Simple reaction time measurements

Using color substitution pupil response to express chromatic mechanisms

Direction-selective adaptation with very slow motion

An analysis of the saccadic system by means of double step stimuli

The peripheral critical flicker frequency

Contrast sensation - A linear function of stimulus contrast

Orientation relative to the retina determines perceptual organization

Optokinetic reactions in man elicited by localized retinal motion stimuli

A comparison of oculomotor and motion parallax cues of egocentric distance

Eye torsion in response to a tilted visual stimulus

Cerebral hemodynamics and visual analyzer function following exposure to bright light

Training effect of recognition of different alphabets of visual stimuli

Contrast sensitivity of the human visual system at one luminance level while adapted to a stimulus at another luminance level

Methods for localization of electrical sources in the human brain and applications to the visual system

Visual tasks

Imagery interpreter performance in the comparison of subjective estimates of photographic image quality

Lateral orientation and cerebral activation - Considerations for information display

Visual workload of the copilot/navigator during terrain flight

Observer performance using a video display -- in simulated air to ground target acquisition tasks

AWACS, a research facility for defining flight trainer visual system requirements

Effects of information processing requirements on reaction time of the eye

Secondary visual workload capability with primary visual and kinesthetic-tactual displays

Peripheral acuity and photointerpretation performance

Line criteria in target acquisition with television -- visibility of target image on TV screen

Speed and load stress as determinants of performance in a time sharing task

Visual target acquisition and ocular scanning performance

Visual cues in manual tracking of simulated targets

Comparative evaluation of the effectiveness of visual and aural tracking of a matrix signal

The effects of carbon monoxide on dual-task performance

A rationale for human operator pulsive control behavior

Visual search for complex targets

Regression models of search time for color-coded information displays

Information transmission during eye movements

Oculomotor factors in visual perceptual response efficiency

Dynamics of the eye and head during movement between displays - A qualitative and quantitative guide for designers

Methodological considerations of visual workloads of helicopter pilots

Visual workload of the copilot/navigator during terrain flight

Analysis of electroencephalograms during psychomotor performance

The effect of increased monitoring load on vigilance performance using a simulated radar display

Tracking-task performance during heat stress simulating cockpit conditions in high-performance aircraft

Auditory and visual sustained attention during ozone exposure

Effect on performance of cycling deep body temperature between 37.0 and 37.6 C

A cinematographic technique for investigating some aspects of visual recognition

Effects of uncertainty on manual tracking performance -- visual tasks

A model for dynamic allocation of human attention among multiple tasks

Visual tracking

Optical tracking
Quality of water reclaimed from urine as related to pH of initial product

A system for sterilizing objects --- such as water systems on the space shuttle using ethylene oxide

[ASME PAPER 77-ENAS-19]  p0007  A79-12568

Water system virus detection

[ASME PAPER 78-ENAS-19]  p0013  A79-10693

Four-man rated dual catalyst system for the recovery of water from urine


Microflora of water reclaimed in sealed compartments


Quality of water reclaimed from urine as related to pH of initial product

p0313  A79-33807

WATER RECOVERY

WATER TEMPERATURE

Regional heat loss in resting man during immersion in 25.2 C water

p0202  A79-37709

Minimal sea surface temperatures and associated survival times

[AD-A070162]  p0315  A79-33828

WATER TREATMENT

A thermoelectric integrated membrane evaporation system

[ASME PAPER 76-ENAS-19]  p0007  A79-12568

Water system virus detection

[ASME PAPER 78-ENAS-19]  p0013  A79-10693

Water system microbial check valve development


WATER VAPOR

Synthesis of organic compounds from carbon monoxide and water by UV photolysis

p0099  A79-22077

WATER VEHICLES

MT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS

MT BOATS

MT UNDERWATER VEHICLES

WAVE DIFFRACTION

Diffraction-based characterization of biological tissue with ultrasound --- acoustic scattering from liver tissue

p0054  A79-13683

WAVE OSCILLATORS

MT OSCILLATORS

WAVE PROPAGATION

MT LIGHT SCATTERING

WAVE RADATION

MT ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

WAVE SCATTERING

MT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING

MT LIGHT SCATTERING

MT RAYLEIGH SCATTERING

MT X RAY SCATTERING

WAVEFORMS

MT PULSE DURATION

WAVELENGTH

Wavelength dependence of ultraviolet-enhanced reactivation and induction of massallan viruses

[HEW- pub. FHA-78-8059]  p0088  A79-15575

WEAK ENERGY INTERACTIONS

Quantitative aspects of the effect of weak interaction during chemical evolution

p0204  A79-37959

WEAPON SYSTEMS

Visual effects of helicopter maneuvre on weapon aiming performance

p0150  A79-19626

Human factors evaluations of today's helicopters as an aid to future systems design

p0150  A79-19627

WEAPONS

MT ARTILLERY

WEATHER

MT HOT WEATHER

WEBS (MEMBRANES)

MT SYMBIOTIC

WEIGHT (MASS)

MT BIOMASS

MT BODY WEIGHT

WEIGHT ANALYSIS

Weight control and restraint of laboratory rats

p0133  A79-26584

WEIGHT REDUCTION

Computer design synthesis of a below knee-Syne prosthesis

p0251  A79-44300

WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS

Intensity judgements of non-sinusoidal vibrations

- Support for the IS0 weighting method

p0010  A79-12868

WEIGHTLESSNESS

Prolonged weightlessness and calcium loss in man

[IFAP PAPER 79-48]  p0012  A79-11219

A review of the consequences of fluid and electrolyte shifts in weightlessness

[IFAP PAPER 78-50]  p0002  A79-11220

Experimental Chloroscina 1 on board of Salut 6

[IFAP PAPER 78-53]  p0003  A79-11223

Space medicine - A prognosis for future research

p0003  A79-11364

The responses of frogs to vestibular and visual stimulation in weightlessness

p0006  A79-12513

Aggregation of red cells and blood viscosity as models of materials experimentation in the space environment

[AI?A PAPER 79-0310]  p0019  A79-19664

Cardiovascular regulatory response to lower body negative pressure following blood volume loss

p0101  A79-23470

Early cardiovascular adaptation to simulated zero gravity

p0162  A79-29727

Spaceflight and bone turnover - Correlation with a new rat model of weightlessness

p0182  A79-33049

Continuous metabolic and cardiovascular measurements on a monkey subject during a simulated 6-day Spacelab mission

p0229  A79-41713

Man and machine design for space flight

p0300  A79-52696

A new application of LBM to measure orthostatic tolerance before and after 0-G simulation /water immersion/

[IFAP PAPER 79-87]  p0302  A79-53290

Equipment for surgical interventions and childbirth in weightlessness

[IFAP PAPER 79-97]  p0302  A79-53296

The biomedical implications of extended duration zero-G extravehicular activities

[IFAP PAPER 79-57-06]  p0303  A79-53447

Radiographic comparison of human lung shape during normal gravity and weightlessness

p0305  A79-54269

Protein fractions and enzymatic activity thereof in the rat myocardium after the flight on Kosmos-690 biosatellite

p0305  A79-54269

State of spermatogenesis in rats flown aboard Kosmos-690 biosatellite

p0305  A79-10700

Response of crown gall tissue to the space environment: Residual carbohydrates in supporting tissue --- COSMOS 782

p0305  A79-11653

Responses of crown gall tissue to the space environment: Tumor development and anatomy --- cosmons 762

p0305  A79-11654

Responses to crown gall tissue to the space environment: Glutamine synthetase activity --- cosmons 782

p0305  A79-11655

Responses to crown gall tissue to the space environment: Isozyme patterns --- cosmos 782

p0305  A79-11656

The morphogenetic responses of cultured totipotent cells of carrot (Daucus carota L.) at zero gravity --- cosmons 782

p0305  A79-11657

Killfish development in zero-G on COSMOS 782: Pandusus experiment K-104

p0305  A79-11658

Effects of weightlessness on the embryonic development and aging of Drosophila

p0305  A79-11670

Effects of weightlessness on the genetics and aging process of Drosophila melanogaster

p0305  A79-11673

Effect of weightlessness and centrifugation (LIG) on erythrocyte survival in rats subjected to prolonged space flight

p0305  A79-11674

SUBJECT INDEX

A-212
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION

Materials of the final reports on the joint Soviet-American experiment on the Kosmos-936 biosatellite

Changes in amount and composition of phospholipids in rat skeletal muscle microsomal fraction under the influence of a flight aboard the Kosmos-690 biosatellite

Man-machine analysis of translation and work tasks of Skylab films

Quantitative analysis of selected bone parameters

Problems of human adaption to spaceflight in the presence of anterosympathetic system in the presence of gravitational states

The adrenosympathetic system in the presence of traumatic shock during simulation of effects of weightlessness on the human body

Distinctions referable to excretion of end products of protein metabolites in urine of man submitted to 182-day anterostatic hypokinesia

Validation of a model for investigating red cell mass changes during weightlessness

Development of an hypothesis for simulating anti-orthostatic bed rest

Possibilities of preventing adverse reactions in simulating the acute period of adaptation to weightlessness

Studies of venous circulation in the crew of the Salyut-5 orbital station

Effects on lipid metabolism in man of some factors that simulate space flight conditions

WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION

Distribution of pulmonary ventilation and perfusion during short periods of weightlessness

A model for vestibular function in altered gravitational states

Prophylactic effects of intermittent acceleration against physiological deconditioning in simulated weightlessness

Comparison of physiological effects of head-down tilting and immersion on the human body

Otrastructural development of the vestibular system under conditions of simulated weightlessness

Early cardiovascular adaptation to zero gravity simulated by head-down tilt

Otrastructural development of the vestibular system of frog larvae in 0g simulation

Cardiac arrhythmia following postimmersion + G sub z accelerations

Physiological responses of women to simulated weightlessness: A review of the first female bed-rest study

Role of vestibular system in behavior of animals submitted to prolonged slow rotation

Anterostatic hypokinesia as an approximate model of weightlessness

Correction of transcapillary exchange in man under the influence of rotation on a centrifuge while immersed in water

Effects of hypodynamic simulations on the skeletal system of monkeys

SUBJECT INDEX

WEIGHTINESS

Anthropometric changes in weightlessness

Materials of the final reports on the joint Soviet-American experiment on the Kosmos-936 biosatellite

Changes in amount and composition of phospholipids in rat skeletal muscle microsomal fraction under the influence of a flight aboard the Kosmos-690 biosatellite

Man-machine analysis of translation and work tasks of Skylab films

Quantitative analysis of selected bone parameters

Problems of human adaption to spaceflight in the presence of anterosympathetic system in the presence of gravitational states

The adrenosympathetic system in the presence of traumatic shock during simulation of effects of weightlessness on the human body

Distinctions referable to excretion of end products of protein metabolites in urine of man submitted to 182-day anterostatic hypokinesia

Validation of a model for investigating red cell mass changes during weightlessness

Development of an hypothesis for simulating anti-orthostatic bed rest

Possibilities of preventing adverse reactions in simulating the acute period of adaptation to weightlessness

Studies of venous circulation in the crew of the Salyut-5 orbital station

Effects on lipid metabolism in man of some factors that simulate space flight conditions

WEIGHTINESS SIMULATION

Distribution of pulmonary ventilation and perfusion during short periods of weightlessness

A model for vestibular function in altered gravitational states

Prophylactic effects of intermittent acceleration against physiological deconditioning in simulated weightlessness

Comparison of physiological effects of head-down tilting and immersion on the human body

Otrastructural development of the vestibular system under conditions of simulated weightlessness

Early cardiovascular adaptation to zero gravity simulated by head-down tilt

Otrastructural development of the vestibular system of frog larvae in 0g simulation

Cardiac arrhythmia following postimmersion + G sub z accelerations

Physiological responses of women to simulated weightlessness: A review of the first female bed-rest study

Role of vestibular system in behavior of animals submitted to prolonged slow rotation

Anterostatic hypokinesia as an approximate model of weightlessness

Correction of transcapillary exchange in man under the influence of rotation on a centrifuge while immersed in water

Effects of hypodynamic simulations on the skeletal system of monkeys

WEST GERMANY

U GERMANY
Secondary visual workload capability with primary visual and kinesthetic-tactual displays

The effects of participatory mode and task workload on the detection of dynamic system failures

Morbidity experience of air traffic control personnel - 1967-77

Functional changes in the cardiovascular system of machine-tool operators under physical and neurologically stressful loads

Measurement and scaling of workload in complex performance

A preliminary study of the air traffic controller's 'picture'

Methodological considerations of visual workloads of helicopter pilots

Visual workload of the copilot/navigator during terrain flight

Measurements of pilot workload during low altitude and high speed maneuvers of F-1 supersonic jet fighter

Pilot workload during final approach in congested airspace

Electrophysiological investigation of sleep during work-shift regime and production-induced emotional stress

Bioinstrumentation for evaluation of workload in personnel - 1967-77

Life stress, organizational stress, and job satisfaction

A survey of existing computer programs for aircrew workload assessment

Psychological experiment on components of the meaning of work

A simulator study of the interaction of pilot workload with errors, vigilance, and decisions

Time estimation as a secondary task to measure workload: Summary of research

Pilot workload qualification for avionics design

The facilitating effects of uncertainty in long-term manual control

The effects of participatory mode and task workload on the detection of dynamic system failures

Reduced mental capacity and behavior of a rider of a bicycle simulator under alcohol stress or under dual task load

An analysis of helicopter pilot control behaviour and workload during instrument flying tasks

The measurement and scaling of workload in complex performance

An evaluation of the effects of a stability augmentation system upon aviator performance/workload during a MEDEVAC high hover operation

A computer-aided technique for reducing aircrew task analysis data --- helicopter design considering human factors

An analysis of helicopter pilot control behavior and workload during instrument flying tasks

Visual performance/workload of helicopter pilots during instrument flight

Sensorial aspects of helicopter operations

Crew workload assessment. Development of a measure of operator workload

A comparison of the job attitudes and interest patterns of air traffic and airway facility personnel

Performance and workload analysis of inflight helicopter missions

WORLD

WORMS

ZINC

ZERO CROSSINGS

ZERO GRAVITY

ZERO WEIGHTLESSNESS

ZINC

The distribution of cadmium and other metals in human tissues

Zinc

ZINC CHLORIDES
ZINC COMPOUNDS
# ZINC CHLORIDES
ZIRCONIUM
Effects of heavy metals especially selenium, vanadium and zirconium on movement, growth and survival of certain animal aquatic life
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